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"The chances of finding out what really is going on are so absurdly remote that the only thing

to do is to say hang the sense of it and keep yourself occupied."

Slartibartfast, in The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas Adams.



Abstract
Low dimensional materials such as graphene and carbon nanotubes have frequently been

hailed as breakthrough materials, however, despite much experimental and theoretical re-

search these two materials have struggled to make their way into commercial products. One

of the key difficulties is in the processing of the raw material; separating the aggregated

nano-material into a dispersion of individualised particles. Current techniques require sig-

nificant energy input and produce low quality dispersions in terms of yield, overall loading

and quality of the nano-particles.

Simulation is a convenient way to study this problem, via calculation of the potential of mean

force (PMF) to obtain a free energy profile of the dispersion process. Current simulation

techniques are resource heavy, slow and have difficulty maintaining thermodynamic consis-

tency. We will present the corresponding distance method (CDM)as an improved method

to calculate PMFs.

PMF calculations from the CDM will be used in combination with detailed structural analysis

and comparison to experimental results to investigate solvent molecules, the mechanism of

dispersion, and derive design rules to serve as guidelines for future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Low Dimensional Materials

Low-dimensional materials are so called because they are confined in one or more dimensions.

They can be split into three categories (Figure 1.1):

• 0-dimensional: confined in all 3 dimensions e.g. a gold nano-particle.

• 1-dimensional: one long dimension e.g. a carbon nanotube.

• 2-dimensional: two long dimensions e.g. a graphene sheet

(a) 0-D material (b) 1-D material (c) 2-D material

Figure 1.1: The three types of low-dimensional materials.

0-D materials can be processed using conventional liquid phase processing techniques and

used in large scale industrial processes [1]. 1-D and 2-D materials, however, present a unique

problem. Even if only small attractive forces exist between adjacent particles, because these

materials posses (at least) one long dimension, these forces become extremely large. Aggre-

gation is very favourable and dispersing them can be very difficult. This dispersion problem

is the focus of this thesis.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Theoretical Techniques

1.2.1 Modelling

Molecular modelling is a valuable tool for investigating these sorts of problems; we can

gather far more information on a system than is available in experiment. Not only can

we measure forces and energies, we have the precise position of every atom so can observe

detailed structural phenomena that are difficult or impossible to observe in experiment.

There are several techniques available to study atomistic systems. Quantum mechanical

(QM) based methods (such as density functional theory or Hartree-Fock) are very compu-

tationally demanding and impractical for the sizes required of our systems. Even a hybrid

method using only QM at the nano-material’s surface would still be far too slow.

Atomistic simulations based in classical physics offer a satisfactory compromise between

speed and accuracy. Here there are two main candidates: Monte Carlo and molecular dy-

namics (MD). Monte Carlo simulation, named for the famous casinos of Monaco, is a method

based in equilibrium statistical mechanics, generating possible states based on Boltzmann

probabilities to sample a system. We will use molecular dynamics simulation which, rather

than sampling possible states, attempts to recreate the dynamics of a system by modelling

atoms using classical mechanics and solving Newton’s equations of motion to calculate tra-

jectories and produce the next frame of the simulation.

MD offers excellent opportunities for parallelisation and many of the common MD codes

are highly scalable across multi-CPU and multi-GPU computers, meaning even very large

simulations can be completed very quickly provided enough CPU or GPU cores are available.

1.2.2 The Corresponding Distances Method

Experimentally, dispersion is easy to measure, we simply need to measure the amount of

dispersed material. In simulation we commonly rely on the potential of mean force (PMF),

w(d). The PMF provides the free energy dependence of the system on the distance between

two particles, d. Current theoretical methods to calculate the PMF are computationally

slow, suffer from problems with thermodynamic consistency and integration, and (due to

the large number of simulations typically required) are administratively difficult to manage.

The difficulty in performing PMF calculations currently limits the scope of investigations.

Core to this work is the corresponding distances method (CDM), which improves on current

methods to calculate PMFs. This was first demonstrated in coarse grained dissipative particle

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

dynamics simulations [2] and we will demonstrate its effectiveness in atomistic molecular

dynamics.

Current techniques rely on performing many un-connected simulations of a pair of parallel

tubes at varying tube-tube distance, d. In the CDM the tubes are placed in the simulation

box at a small angle, and this way all d are present in the system at the same time. Mean

force,F (d), is measured at intervals down each tube, and then distance, d, to the opposite

tube is calculated by measuring the distance to the first solvent layer, and then the distance

from there to the opposite tube (as shown for carbon nanotubes in Figure 1.2). This gives

us the entire PMF in one simulation.

Tubes

d

S
olvent Layers

l

zy

x

d’

Figure 1.2: Schematic comparison of a parallel tube system (top) and CDM system
(bottom). The dashed lines represent the nanotubes and the blue solid lines represent the
solvent layers that form between tubes. The red lines show how the tube-tube distance, d,

is calculated in each case.

There are 3 key advantages of the CDM:

1. Speed and efficiency: the amount of bulk solvent is reduced compared to the equivalent

in parallel simulations leading to faster simulation times.

2. Thermodynamic consistency: each data point is guaranteed to be in the same thermo-

dynamic state. This is tricky to achieve across independent simulations.

3. Reduced administrative overhead: one need only set up, run and collect data from one

simulation. Even using automation to manage the multiple parallel simulations, this

results in a significant reduction in operator time.

Full details of the configuration and methods used with the CDM can be found in Chapter 3.

1.3 Objectives

1. Demonstrate a new theoretical technique to study the dispersion of low dimension

materials.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

2. Demonstrate the concept on multiple materials by comparison to available experimen-

tal data.

3. Use the new technique to study a range of systems.

4. Draw meaningful conclusions from these results to guide further experimental and

theoretical work.

1.4 Thesis Outline

In Chapter 3 we introduce the problem and how the the corresponding distance method

can help solve it. We compare the CDM to a conventional technique to calculate the PMF

for carbon nanotubes dispersed in CBrCl3 and attempt to answer why CBrCl3 is a poor

carbon nanotube solvent in experiment, despite being predicted to be a good one according

to solubility parameters [3].

We then take advantage of the CDM to expand our study in Chapter 4, to ten solvent

molecules. These ten molecules are a selection of good and bad CNT solvents as tested in

experiment by Bergin et al. [3]. We see excellent agreement between our simulations and

experiment and are able to draw important conclusions on the mechanism of CNT dispersion

and how to progress in CNT solvent design.

Chapter 5 is devoted to demonstrating the CDM with a 2-D material, graphene. We again

use CBrCl3 as our test case but also take a look at water. Graphene and CNTs are chemically

almost identical, they differ only in macro-structure, so we can also take a look at the effect

of nano-material shape on solvent performance.

In Chapter 6 we perform a simplified chemical optimization in the search for a CNT solvent

and then apply the lessons learnt to propose improved solvent systems.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we present our concluding remarks and suggest possible directions for

future work.
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Chapter 2

Background to the Research

2.1 Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene

The two materials we will focus on most in this thesis are carbon nanotubes (1-D, Fig-

ure 2.1a), and graphene (2-D, Figure 2.1b). Because of their unique structures these materials

exhibit several desirable properties which make them useful in a wide range of applications:

ultra-strong, ultra-light materials [1]; transistors [2]; electrodes [3] and molecular sieves [4]

amongst others.

While graphene has only one possible structure, carbon nanotubes have many. CNTs can be

single or multi-walled; a single walled carbon nanotube can be thought of as a single rolled

layer of graphite and is the kind shown in Figure 2.1a. Multi-walled tubes contain several

concentric rings of graphite. CNTs can also differ in their chirality. This is the angle at which

the graphene sheet has been rolled to form a tube. Chiralty is measured by two indexes n

and m which are the two vectors on the graphene sheet, usually given in the form: (n, m).

These two numbers together determine: the angle at which the graphene sheets meets itself

when rolled into a tube, and the diameter of the formed tube. Tube chirality and number

of walls can significantly affect the nanotube’s physical properties, particular its electrical

properties (determining whether a tube is metallic or semi-conducting for example). In this

work we consider only one type of tube: (10,10) singled walled CNTs. This type of tube is

particularly convenient for us, as it means the carbon atoms are regularly spaced down the

length of the nanotube. The diameter of these tubes (1.36 nm) is similar to that used in the

experimental work we will refer to as a comparison for our simulations.[5]

6



Chapter 2. Background to the Research

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Visualisations of a carbon nanotube (left, a) and a graphene sheet (right,
b). Graphene is a single layer of hexagonally arranged carbon atoms. Each carbon atom
is sp2 hybridized and covalently bonded to three others, similar to benzene. The covalent
bond network and highly mobile electrons on the graphene surface are responsible for the
material’s mechanical, thermal and electronic properties. A carbon nanotube is essentially

a rolled up graphene sheet and such shows very similar physical properties.

2.2 The Dispersion Problem

As manufactured, carbon nanotubes are in an aggregated (bundled) state but require indi-

vidualisation to before we can make use of their unique properties. For example, metallic

type CNTs could be introduced to an electrically insulating polymer to create a conducting

composite. Any additional tubes in a bundle beyond the first are wasted and large bundles

will cause the composite material to turn dark black.

Unfortunately individualisation remains difficult. The potential minimum in a vacuum be-

tween a pair of aggregated (10,10) nanotubes over the length of a unit cell (0.37nm) is

− 16.5 kT . A small amount of energy input combined with thermal fluctuations would

be sufficient to overcome this. The problem comes because of the geometry of 1D and 2D

materials; this energy is summed over the entire length of the material. Extend the length

of the tube above to 1nm and the the interaction energy increases to −45 kT which is now

difficult to achieve using just thermal or mechanical means.

However, tubes need to be much longer to be useful; micrometer long tubes are not unusual

and up to centimetres long [6] is possible. The energy required to separate the two tubes can

7



Chapter 2. Background to the Research

become colossal; thousands of kT . In the case of a two-dimensional material, the aggregate

energy increases not just with length, but also width.

Liquid phase processing is likely the only technique that will adequately separate bundled

CNTs without causing extensive damage to the tubes; it is also an extremely common and

easy technique at industrial scales. Ideally, we would have a solvent that creates high quality

dispersions of individual tubes in commercially feasible quantities in a low energy process.

Current-processes almost exclusively require ultra-sonication (which is both difficult to scale

and energy intensive) and, regardless of the type of dispersant used, produce low quality

dispersions with low tube concentrations, typically in the range O(1)mg mL−1[5, 7–12].

2.3 Experiment

2.3.1 CNT Solvents

Aqueous surfactant solutions are the most common applied dispersion method, typically

using molecules such as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) [8], sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate

(SDBS) [8, 9] or triton X-100 [13], combined with ultra-sonication and ultra-centrifugation.

The amphiphilic surfactant molecules are able to absorb on the CNT surface with their

hydrophobic parts, leaving the hydrophilic head groups exposed, effectively rendering the

whole surface hydrophilic. In an aqueous solution these hydrophilic surfaces repel each other

and prevent the nano-material from aggregating.

While some surfactant systems have been shown to stabilise CNT suspensions well, they do

not seem to be effective at aiding the dispersion process and some computer simulations sug-

gest that surfactants may actually act to stabilise CNT aggregates [14, 15] and potentially

hinder exfoliation. Surfactants also leave a difficult-to-remove residue on the dispersed mate-

rial which can adversely affect the material properties [16]. For these reasons, we concentrate

our research on pure solvent-systems which avoid the above problems.

Current pure-solvent systems share the use of ultra-sonication and ultra-centrifugation re-

quired by surfactant systems. N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) is the most widely used pure

solvent for this application [11]. An extensive experimental study by Bergin et al. [5] mea-

sured CNT dispersion in a large number of candidate CNT solvents. Of the dozens tested,

all bar one obtained CNT loadings (often significantly) less than 1 mg mL−1. The stand-out

from this study was N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone (CHP), dispersing 1 mg mL−1, over 5 times

the next best solvent. The researchers then attempted to use solubility parameters to predict

solvent performance, meeting with some success (see Section 2.4).

8



Chapter 2. Background to the Research

2.3.2 Graphene Solvents

Dispersion techniques are very similar between the two materials, sharing similar mechani-

cal exfoliation methods (sonication or high-shear mixing [17, 18]), combined with a liquid-

phase dispersant. Several classes of dispersant have been investigated; including organic

solvents [19], block copolymers [20] and aqueous solutions containing surfactants [21]. Dis-

persions of graphene also suffer from low loadings and poor quality of the dispersed parti-

cles. A study of over 40 graphene pure-solvent systems found a maximum loading of just

8 µg mL−1, orders of magnitude worse than the equivalent study of CNT solvents, though

the authors of the study admit that they did not have an optimized dispersion protocol for

graphene.

While graphene and CNTs share many similarities, two of the better CNT dispersants,

NMP (N-methyl-pyrrolidone) and DMF (dimethylformamide) are ineffective graphene dis-

persants [22]. Chemically, the two materials are very similar, which suggests that it is the

material geometry that is selecting for these solvents.

2.4 Systematic Searching

A trial-and-error approach has so far failed to yield good CNT or graphene solvents. More

useful would be a systematic approach that could make predictions about the solvent quality

of candidate molecules. One such approach that has been attempted is use of the Hansen

solubility parameters [23].

The Hansen parameters are split into three components: a dispersive term (δd), a polar term

(δp) and a hydrogen bonding term (δh). Solubility theory dictates that like will dissolve like

and so a solvent should dissolve a solute if they have similar Hansen parameters. Several

studies on CNTs and graphene [5, 10, 19, 24, 25] broadly agree that the dispersive parameter

is most significant and the molecules with best dispersive power have a common δd, with δp
and δh showing a much larger variability, suggesting they are less important.

The Hansen parameters are effective at ruling out potential solvents that do not have proper-

ties close to known dispersants. However they are less predictive when considering molecules

with matching parameters; there are many non-solvents in this list. Understanding why the

Hansen parameters struggle to make these predictions would undoubtedly be a step towards

solving the problem of CNT and graphene dispersion.

Flory’s solubility theory for rod like particles [26] can be used to estimate the concentration

limit for carbon nanotube in solution. Bergin et al. [5] calculated a limit of 15 mg mL−1

9



Chapter 2. Background to the Research

for isotropic solutions of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). This is not however an

absolute solubility limit, a nematic phase occurs above this threshold [27]. Even so, there

are no solvents that currently approach this isotropic limit, suggesting that there are still

large improvements possible.

Torrens et al. [28, 29] conducted a study based on partition coefficients, and found that the

CNTs preferred organic solvents over water, though absolute solubilities were still very small.

Pure water has been the subject of several MD simulation studies [30–32]. The results

are conflicting, variously predicting solvent and non-solvent behaviour depending on the

combination of forcefield and water model, perhaps related to the difficulty in parameterising

water models for this particular application [33].

There have been several studies on solvent structure around individual tubes [34, 35]. While

understanding of such structural information is crucial for the solvation process, and a sig-

nificant amount of time is spent considering such in this thesis, it is also crucial to have

corresponding free energy information.

2.5 The Potential of Mean Force, PMF

The PMF, w(d), gives the distance dependence of the free energy (less an additive constant)

of two particles. It is obtained from the mean force on the nano-particles F (d), via integration

w(d) = −
∫ ∞
d

F (d)∂d . (2.1)

We define d as the surface to surface distance between two nano-particles. F (d) is taken as

the average of the absolute mean force on each nano-particle, and the sign is chosen so that

a positive F (d) points in the direction of increasing d.

In practice, we integrate from a distance, d∗, that is sufficiently far away that F (d) = 0

beyond d∗.

w(d) = −
∫ d∗

d
F (d)∂d (2.2)

The PMF gives us a free energy profile along increasing tube-tube distance, and is used to

assess the quality of a solvent or dispersant from a simulation.

10



Chapter 2. Background to the Research

One of the difficulties in a wide ranging, systematic simulation study is the large computa-

tional load required for PMF calculations. The CDM technique presented here significantly

reduces the resources required.

2.6 Solvents and Dispersants

There are two fundamental ways to keep an exfoliated CNT or graphene sheet stable in

a solution: dispersion and dissolution. In a dispersion, a metastable dispersed state is

created by the formation of an energy barrier between the individualised and the aggregated

states (wreagg, Figure 2.2). This reaggregation barrier slows the rate of reaggregation of the

dispersed particles: thermal fluctuations in the system can provide energy for the system to

climb the barrier and re-aggregate, but a sufficiently high barrier can stabilise a dispersion

essentially indefinitely.

wdisp

wagg

wreagg

Figure 2.2: Typical free energy profile of a dispersant showing the dispersion (wdisp) and
reaggregation (wagg) barriers, and the aggregate energy (wagg). The barriers in the system

hinder the particles moving in in either direction.

The problem with a dispersant is that this re-aggregation barrier also acts in the opposing

direction, and also creates an energy barrier to dispersing the material, and it is often larger

than the re-aggregation barrier (wdisp, Figure 2.2). This dispersion barrier requires energy

input to overcome.

Dissolution is characterised by the formation of a thermodynamically stable dispersed state,

i.e. the dispersed state has a lower energy than the aggregate (Figure 2.3). This occurs if

the solvent can more effectively replace the interactions between the target solute particles.

In the absence of any energy barriers in the system, the solutes will spontaneously disperse

in a thermodynamic solvent. A thermodynamic solvent would be the Holy Grail of CNT or

graphene dispersion.

11
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To avoid confusion going forward we will refer to solvents, the general class of chemical

compounds, and thermodynamic solvents, compounds which produce a thermodynamically

stable individualised solute.

Figure 2.3: Typical free energy profile of a thermodynamic solvent. The particles in such
a system will spontaneously separate.

2.7 The Un-Zippering Mechanism

The proposed un-zippering mechanism [36] provides a route from the aggregated to the

individualised state that avoids an energy barrier. The mechanism was proposed for a

carbon nanotube system but is equally applicable to similar materials.

If one end of a tube has managed to overcome the energy barrier to dispersion and has

been separated from its bundle far enough, this end is in the individualised state. The

contact region can now slide along the bundle without the need to overcome a barrier.

However, this costs the (free) energy difference between the individualised and the aggregated

state. For dispersants (that are not thermodynamic solvents) the aggregated state has a

lower free energy compared to the individualised state. This means that energy has to be

provided continuously during the entire exfoliation process. If this energy is not provided

the reverse of the zippering mechanism does not only lead back to the bundled state but

does so spontaneously and without a barrier, i.e. incompletely separated tubes snap back

into contact with their bundles. The same applies to lateral sliding of the tubes. This means

that dispersants are effective to stabilise dispersions of completely separated tubes, but they

are detrimental to the separation process.

2.8 Summary

The problems of low yields, poor individualisation and ultra-sonication are common amongst

all classes of current CNT and graphene solvents. These factors preclude any of these pro-

cesses being used at an industrial scale, requiring thousands of litres of solvent for a few

12
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kilograms of dispersed nanotubes with a huge amount of waste starting material, and re-

quiring a sonication process which is difficult to scale up. The sonication process required

by all current solvents is known to damage and shorten nanotubes [37, 38]. The electronic

properties of the CNTs are then compromised by the introduction of defects to the surface,

effectively doping the tubes. These same defects, combined with an overall reduction in

length, also weaken their physical properties. It’s reasonable to conclude similar problems

will occur in graphene sheets under the effect of sonication.

It is these factors that motivate our search for solvents.
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Chapter 3

Assessing the Quality of Solvents and

Dispersants for Low-Dimensional

Materials Using the Corresponding

Distances Method

3.1 Copyright Statement

Reproduced in part with permission from J Phys. Chem. B, 2016, 120 (44), pp 11607-11617.

Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.

3.2 Introduction

The primary objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the corresponding distances method

(CDM) for atomistic simulation; the technique having already been demonstrated for coarse

grained simulation [1]. This was done by running a matching set of simulations using parallel

tubes as a comparison. We demonstrate that the CDM can obtain very high resolution PMF

curves at low computational cost in a single simulation. We also show that it provides

all necessary structural information to interpret the structure/function relationship for the

solvent.

As a secondary aim, it was also possible to explore, in detail, the behaviour of CBrCl3 as a

solvent of carbon nanotubes through analysis of the potential of mean force (PMF) and its

origins in the structure and orientational configuration of CBrCl3 around CNTs.
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CBrCl3 was chosen as a test case out of a set of several dozen solvents studied by Bergin

et al. [2]. It is interesting for two reasons: CBrCl3 has a simple structure which makes

subsequent analysis of any structural details in simulation much easier; and it was predicted

as a solvent by the Hansen solubility parameters, despite dispersing no tubes in experiment.

In this chapter we will demonstrate that the corresponding distances method, previously

shown to be effective in course grained simulation [1], in atomistic molecular dynamics can

be used in conjunction with atomistic models to

3.3 Theoretical Methods

Ad discussed in Section 2.5, we will use the potential of mean force (PMF, w(d)) to assess

the quality of solvents and dispersants from our simulations. The forces F (d) needed to

calculate the PMF can be obtained from a series of simulations with two parallel tubes at

varying distance d, where F (d) is the ensemble average of the sum of the forces (parallel to

d) acting on all the carbon atoms on one of the tubes.

Due to the high symmetry of the nanotubes one would obtain the same force per tube length

for each of the periodic rings of carbon atoms (Figure 3.1) as for the entire tube, although

sampling would have to be increased proportional to the reduction in tube length considered.

Figure 3.1: Schematic of a (10,10) armchair carbon nanotube. Highlighted is the double
ring of carbon atoms that represents the smallest repeat unit along the tube axis.

The general idea of the corresponding distances method is to create a system where all

tube/tube distances are present at the same time. [1] The simplest way to achieve this is to

use two tubes that cross at a small angle (bottom panel of Figure 3.2). The forces on the

horizontal tube are calculated in the same way as for the parallel tubes but for each ring of

carbon atoms separately. The distance to the other tube that is associated with each of the

rings is determined as shown in Figure 3.2, i.e. it is given by the distance to the first solvent

layer added to the (shortest) distance from the first solvent layer to the other tube.

The CDM is clearly an approximation, however, it performs very well for coarse-grain mod-

els [1] and below we demonstrate its excellent performance for an atomistic model.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the two system setups used (top: parallel, bottom: CDM). The
link between the two systems is established by the corresponding distance, d = l + d′

Figure 3.3: Top-down snapshot of the CBrCl3/ CNT system used for the CDM.

3.4 Simulation

Molecular dynamics simulations were run using the GROMACS 5.1 simulation package [3–9].

Initial box dimensions for each of the simulations with parallel tubes were: x = 12.00nm,

y = 12.00nm, z = 24.59512nm, with the two parallel tubes placed in the x, y = 0, z plane

and the tube axes oriented along the z-axis (Figure 3.2, top). Each of the tubes had 4, 000

atoms. The number of solvent molecules varied between simulations (due to the increasing

excluded volume of the tubes as they move apart) but was approximately 18, 500, giving a

total system size of circa 101, 000 atoms.

In the corresponding distances method the two tubes are angled to one another (bottom

panel of Figure 3.2). Here the axis of one of the tubes coincides with the z-axis while the

other one is rotated from this position around the y-axis by 10◦. Thus, the two tubes are

still in the x, y = 0, z plane but cross in the centre of the box.

Complete periodicity is maintained for the horizontal tube, while the rotated tube has defects

at the edges of the system, which are irrelevant for the force calculation. The initial box

dimensions for the CDM simulation were: x = 10.8480nm, y = 61.4716nm, z = 6.0000nm.

The horizontal tube of the CDM simulation had 10, 000 atoms, the rotated tube had 10, 160

atoms and there were 20, 612 solvent molecules, giving 123, 220 atoms in total.
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Very similar simulation procedures were followed for both systems. Once the tubes have been

placed in the box, the space is filled by overlaying repeat units of a pre-equilibrated solvent

box. All solvent molecules that overlap with or are located inside the tubes are removed.

After an initial energy minimisation step (EM), a short temperature equilibration step was

performed (NVT), followed by a pressure coupled equilibration phase (NPT). During (NPT)

equilibration the box dimensions were only allowed to deform in the dimensions that were

not coupled to the tube lengths, i.e. x and y for the parallel simulations and only y for the

CDM simulation (Figure 3.2). The last step is the (NVT) production run to collect data for

analysis.

All simulations were conducted at atmospheric pressure (1 bar) and a temperature of 300

K. The remaining simulation parameters are collated in Table A.1.

3.4.1 Model and Force Field

The forcefield used was GROMOS 53a6 [10]. Parameterisation of the solvent was done with

the aid of the Automated Topology Builder [11–13] and manually verified.

The tubes used in this study are (10,10) armchair CNTs with a diameter of 1.36nm. The

nanotubes were built with the aid of the Buildcstruct script [14] and were given the same

non-bonded characteristics of a standard carbon atom in the GROMOS 53a6 force field. The

parameters for the solvent and nanotubes can be found in the Supporting Information.

The CNTs are approximated as rigid rods, i.e. the CNT atoms are “frozen" in place. In the

simulations the tube atoms are treated normally, but their positions are never updated.

In the solvent simulations no inter- or intra-tube C/C interactions are considered. Thus

the direct tube/tube interaction contribution to the PMF is calculated separately using the

same techniques with a single step MD simulation in a vacuum using the forcefield’s base

C-C potential for the inter-tube interactions.

Like many other force fields, GROMOS 53a6 is a biomolecular forcefield in origin. It was

parameterised to match free energies of solvation of amino acids (in water and cyclohexane)

and to reproduce the properties (density and heat of vaporisation) of a range of small solvent

molecules. These two criteria are in line with the goals of the work in this thesis. The force

field was also shown to reproduce the tube-tube potential for (10,10) carbon nanotubes [15].

Thus we believe that the force field is applicable for our purposes.
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3.5 Results and Discussion

3.5.1 Corresponding Distances Method

The PMF, w(d), was computed from a tube-tube distance of d = 4 nm. We refer to this

as the dispersed or individualised state. The bundled or aggregated state occurs around the

minimum in the direct tube/tube interaction of d ≈ 0.33nm.

The solvent mediated PMF (smPMF) of a pair of (10,10) swCNTs is presented in Figure 3.4.

To obtain Figure 3.4 we performed 40 individual simulations of two parallel nanotubes at

varying d. Maintaining thermodynamic consistency across these 40 simulations is challeng-

ing, the computational resources required are large, and it is also not possible to know a

priori where data points are needed in order to produce an accurate PMF.
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Figure 3.4: The solvent-mediated part of the potential of mean force w(d) (green) and the
associated mean force F (d) (blue) as a function of the surface-to-surface distance d between
a pair of parallel (10,10) tubes obtained from individual simulations at various distances d.

Figure 3.5 shows the effects of missing data points on the integration of the force data to

obtain the smPMF. In the initial dataset (turquoise crosses), the smPMF is negative across

a large range between d = 1 nm and d = 2 nm. Adding just 6 data-points and recalculating

the smPMF yields the final, correct, dataset (green squares). These 6 added data-points

corresponded with very small oscillations in the force, but because they are integrated across

a large d interval they make a large contribution to the smPMF. Without another source to

verify the smPMF, it would have been difficult to tell that the initial result was incorrect.

We have developed the corresponding distance method (CDM) [1] to solve the above prob-

lems. The CDM calculates the entire smPMF in one simulation, guaranteeing thermo-

dynamic consistency across all d as they are connected to the same bulk. The smPMF is

calculated at high resolution, eliminating integration problems, and because we have reduced

the amount of bulk solvent, computational efficiency is greatly improved.

The CDM is an approximation, though the comparisons in Figure 3.6 demonstrates its

excellent performance. The smPMF from the CDM (Figure 3.6b, magenta line) is calculated

from 400 individual data points compared to the 40 from the parallel simulations. With so
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squares).

many data points we do not have to worry about integration errors when calculating the

smPMF from the CDM.
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Figure 3.6: The solvent-mediated force F (d), (a), and the solvent-mediated part of the
potential of mean force w(d), (b), as a function of tube/tube distance, demonstrating the
excellent performance of the corresponding distance method. Solid lines represent results
from the corresponding distance method, while the data indicated by open symbols has
been obtained from individual simulations of systems comprising pairs of parallel carbon

nanotubes.

The CDM requires less than a tenth of the computational resources needed to achieve the

same by simulating individual systems of parallel tubes. The savings originate primarily

from eliminating the need to equilibrate a large number of small systems, from reduction

of the total bulk liquid that needs to be simulated and from reducing the total size of the

“systems” at each distance because periodic boundary conditions don’t apply.

The corresponding distance method makes the calculation of high resolution PMF curves

routine.

3.5.2 Bromotrichloromethane, CBrCl3

Using Hansen’s solubility parameters, solutes with dispersive (δD), polar (δP ) and hydrogen

bonding (δH) parameters similar to a solvent, will dissolve in that solvent. CNTs have

shown not to follow this behaviour, having been determined by Bergin et al. [2] to have
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similar parameters (Table 3.1) to CBrCl3 despite being completely insoluble. We will use

the CDM to determine the origin of the poor performance of CBrCl3.

Molecule Cmax mg/mL δD MPa−
1
2 δP MPa−

1
2 δH MPa−

1
2

CBrCl3 0 18.3 8.1 6
dibenzyl ether 0 19.6 3.4 5.2
acetone 0.011 15.5 10.4 7.0
DMPU 0.65 17.8 9.5 9.3
CHP 3.5 18.2 6.8 6.5
weighted average best 14 molecules 18.0 7.8 6.9

Table 3.1: Hansen parameters and CNT dispersibility for CBrCl3 and a selection of other
molecules taken from Data taken from Ref. [2], as well as the weighted average of the top 14
solvents. The additional solvents are shown to demonstrate the range of Hansen parameters
and similarity of CBrCl3 to good CNT solvents (CHP and DMPU) and difference to other

poor solvents (acetone and dibenzyl ether).

Figure 3.6a (red line) shows the CBrCl3 mediated forces between two nanotubes as measured

from the CDM simulation. The force curve can be split into three regions: a large repulsive

region at small d, followed by some oscillations, with the force going to zero at large d.

The noise observed in the force curve is a result of averaging over only a few carbon atoms

at each tube-tube distance. However, because of the high resolution of the force curve, this

noise is not inherited by the smPMF (Figure 3.6b, magenta curve).

The oscillations between around d = 0.8 nm and d = 2.5 nm are caused by the ordering of

solvent molecules around the nanotubes. This ordering is clearly visible in density maps of

carbon atoms in the system as shown in Figure 3.7. This figure also demonstrates that the

structural information from the CDM is the same as that calculated using a pair of parallel

tubes.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7: Local densities of carbon atoms at d = 1.84nm, (a, b) and d = 1.34nm
highlighting solvent layering and the squeeze-out of a solvent layer from (b) to (c). Results
form the CDM (b, c) and the simulation of parallel tubes are identical apart from better

averaging for the latter. Scale bars are provided in Appendix B.

The solvent molecules between the tubes are confined. At zero force, a given number of layers

between the tubes are in a stable configuration: if the tubes were not already held in place by

the simulation, they would not be moved by the solvent-mediated forces. As the tube/tube

distance, d, is reduced from this point, the confined solvent is compressed and exerts a
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repulsive force on the tubes, pushing them apart. If we decrease d too much, the current

layering configuration becomes unstable and one layer is squeezed out (c.f. Figure 3.7b

and Figure 3.7c). CBrCl3 does not experience strong layering beyond the first layer, resulting

in only small oscillations beyond d ≈ 1 nm of a few kT nm−1 in the smPMF.

The first solvent layer (closest to the tubes) has a high density, suggesting strong adherence

to the tube surface. This layer strongly resists being squeezed out by the other approaching

nanotube with a much greater force than any of the other layers and over a longer distance.

This gives an extended region where the smPMF is positive at d < 0.88 nm, where the

solvent acts to push the tubes apart.

This repulsive region is key to determining the solvent and dispersant quality of a molecule

as it is here the smPMF overlaps with the strongly attractive region of the tube-tube PMF

(ttPMF). The two contributions (smPMF and ttPMF) and the combined PMF are shown

in Figure 3.8.
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the direct tube/tube interaction (green) and the smPMF (magenta), showing that, while
the aggregated state has been weakened, it remains stable and that a barrier is formed

between the aggregated and the dispersed states.

It can be clearly seen that CBrCl3 has a significant destabilising effect on the aggregated

state, reducing the aggregate energy from around −40 kT nm−1 at d ≈ 0.33 nm in a vacuum

to −12 kT nm−1 immersed in the solvent. However, it does not destabilise the aggregate

completely and the aggregate energy remains below that of the dispersed state, the tubes

will not spontaneously separate and CBrCl3 is not a thermodynamic CNT solvent.

Further out at d = 0.58 nm, an energy barrier appears, with a maximum of 11 kT nm−1.

This kind of barrier is characteristic of a dispersant, separating the dispersed and aggregated

states. It must be overcome for separated tubes to create a bundle. However, the barrier

operates in both directions and is twice as large (23 kT nm−1) when considering separating

an already aggregated pair of tubes. How significant this barrier is depends on the exact

de-bundling process.

In the proposed un-zippering mechanism [16] (Section 2.7), the energy barrier need only be

overcome during the activation process. Because the aggregated state of the CNTs in CBrCl3
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is energetically favoured, we would then require a constant application of energy (equal to the

difference between the dispersed and aggregated states) until the tubes are fully separated,

or they will snap back to the aggregated state. Once the tubes are separated, we require a

sufficiently large barrier to prevent thermal fluctuations in the system providing the tubes

with the energy necessary to cross it and re-aggregating spontaneously.

If the initial barrier is too large, if we can’t continuously apply energy to the dispersing

region, or if the re-aggregation barrier is too small, then the dispersant will not be effective.

In the dispersed state the tubes are (more or less) randomly orientated. In general, we would

expect the re-aggregation barrier to decrease with decreasing contact area, making the case

where two tubes approach at 90◦ the most vulnerable to re-aggregation. With a 1.36 nm

diameter, we estimate our tubes to have a re-bundling barrier of about 15 kT nm−1at 90◦.

This is probably too low to stabilise a dispersion considering that this is only the average

barrier height and fluctuations in the system will mean it is lower in places: once one section

of tube has re-aggregated, the rest can proceed barrier-less.

3.5.3 Structure-Function Relationship

We start with analysis of the structure-function relationship of CBrCl3 around a single,

isolated carbon nanotube. The number of solvent atoms versus distance to the tube surface

curves, N(r), as presented in Figure 3.9b, clearly shows the layered structured of the solvent.

The first layer shows specific, intense structuring of individual solvent atoms indicating a

preferential orientation of the solvent molecules at the tube surface. From the second layer

onwards, beyond d ≈ 0.7 nm, the molecules appear to be randomly orientated: all three N(r)

peaks are broad and located at the same position.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.9: Tube carbon to solvent atom van der Waals interactions (a) and N(r), the
number of solvent atoms as a function of distance from the surface of an individual nanotube
(b). Part (b) indicates layering and intense orientational order of the solvent molecules in

the first layer.

In the first layer, within d ≈ 0.7 nm, for each carbon atom there is approximately one

bromine and two chlorine atoms located slightly close to the tube. The fourth halogen atom
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points away from the tube, indicated by a second large chlorine peak beyond the carbon

peak. This is usually a chlorine atom: the C-Br Lennard Jones strength parameter is large

than that of C-Cl (Figure 3.9), and so the bromine atom is preferentially adsorbed to the

tube surface. The distance between the first carbon peak and this second chlorine peak is

0.156 nm which is consistent with the C-Cl equilibrium bond length of 0.176 nm in CBrCl3.

We can determine that the CBrCl3 molecules adsorb with their triangular base on the tube

surface, consistent with the expectation that the molecules tend to maximise their adsorption

energy. We can also see the exact opposite configuration occasionally occurs, but at a much

lower incidence. Both of these orientations (as well as a handful of much less prevalent ones)

can be seen with careful inspection of the simulation snapshot in Figure 3.10. Note that the

Cl atoms are located slightly closer to the tubes compared to the Br atoms because the Cl/C

van der Waals interaction is slightly shorter ranged (Figure 3.9a).

(a)

Figure 3.10: Snapshot (a) and local densities for all solvent atom types (b) visualising
the solvent structure around an individual carbon nanotube. Shown is also a force map (b,
bottom right quadrant) highlighting that most of the force between the tube and the solvent
originates from the atoms closest to the tube. Stronger colours indicate higher density and
force. In the force map repulsive forces are shown in red and attractive forces in blue. Scale

bars are provided in Appendix B.

It is instructive to briefly consider the interactions between the solvent and the nanotube. In

Figure 3.10b the local solvent/nanotube force at the location of the solvent atoms is shown. A

significant part of the total force is repulsive, which is expected as the tube/solvent interface

must sustain the external pressure. These repulsive interactions are shared between the

Cl and Br atoms in the base of the adsorbed tetrahedron, while the atom pointing away

from the tubes contributes only little. Note, that the interaction with the carbon atoms is

relatively small, but contributes attractively and repulsively due to its relatively long range

(Figure 3.9a).

The orientation of the adsorbed solvent molecules in the first layer determines the strength

and range of the solvent mediated forces generated as two tubes approach. These forces result

in the repulsive region in the smPMF, which in turn determines the solvent or dispersant
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quality of the molecule. Understanding this structure-function relationship between the

solvent and the smPMF is crucial to crucial for an informed solvent design process.

The repulsive region of the solvent-mediated (average) tube/tube force F (d) begins at d =

0.88nm, where the force is zero and the smPMF has a minimum (Figures 3.6 and 3.8). At this

particular distance a single layer of solvent molecules is sandwiched between the tubes as can

be observed by following the ring structure in the local density (top row in Figure 3.12) and

by inspection of the snapshot shown in Figure 3.11. We expect this layer to be largely un-

strained, which is consistent with the observation that the molecules in the confined region

retain the orientation they assume in the unconfined part of the adsorbed layer (compare

also to Figure 3.10a).

However, in this configuration the atom at the top of the adsorbed tetrahedron can now

interact with the other tube. This is possible only at very specific positions, which causes

lateral structuring of the confined layer. The formation of two distinct rows of solvent

molecules either side of the centre of the gap between the tubes is particularly obvious in

the local densities of the carbon atoms (middle of top row in Figure 3.12).

Figure 3.11: Snapshot of a thin slice of the CDM system at d = 0.88nm. Clearly visible
is the structuring of the confined solvent layer into two rows of molecules running along the

tubes.

When the distance between the tubes is reduced, the confined layer is compressed and the

two rows of molecules are pushed out of the gap (second row of Figure 3.12) which results

in a repulsive restoring force. Thus, the size of the repulsive region is determined by the

geometry of the solvent molecules.

To analyse the specific behaviour of the nanotube/CBrCl3 system in the repulsive region

of F (d) it is instructive to consider a simpler proxy (Figure 3.13). At the point where the

adsorbed first layers of the two tubes overlap and terminate, they push the two rows of

molecules between the tubes like a wedge (magenta). The responsible force (red arrows

in Figure 3.13) originates from the “lateral adsorption pressure” in the adsorbed layers.

As the force contributions from the two layers are mirror symmetric with respect to the

centre of the tube/tube contact, their x-components cancel, while their y-components add.

Thus, the resulting force that pushes the wedge between the tubes only has a y-component.
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d=0.88nm

Cl C Br

d=0.74nm

d=0.54nm

d=0.41nm

d=0.14nm 0.5nm

Figure 3.12: Local densities of the solvent atoms at various distances d as indicated in
the figure. Note that the Cl density has been scaled down by a factor of 3. Scale bars are

provided in Appendix B.

1st adsorbed	 layer
x

y

z

Figure 3.13: Schematic introducing the “wedge" model. The wedge is shown in purple.
The arrows indicate the tube/wedge force (green) and the force with which the adsorbed
layers push the wedge into the gap between the tubes (red). Only the top wedge is indicated.
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At equilibrium this force must be balanced by the wedge/nanotube forces (green arrows

in Figure 3.13). These forces also have x-components which cancel due to the same symmetry.

Vitally, although the x-components of the two wedge/nanotube forces cancel at the wedge,

they are counterbalanced by different tubes and therefore push them apart. This is one

contribution to F (d).

In a very similar way the x-components of the forces pushing the wedge into the gap between

the tubes (red arrows in Figure 3.13) must also be counterbalanced by the tubes. These x-

components cause the two layers to deform and/or shift slightly in the −x and +x direction

for the left and right tube, respectively, which creates the required counterbalancing forces.

These forces are the second contribution to F (d).

This means that much of the profile of the repulsive region of F (d) is governed by the

geometry of the tubes which determines the angle at which the adsorbed layers interact with

the wedge (angle between red arrows in Figure 3.13). In addition to this, the geometry of

the wedge, i.e. the exact geometry of the solvent molecules in the two adsorbed rows, makes

a contribution via the orientation of the nanotube/wedge force (angle between green arrows

in Figure 3.13). In general we expect that when the distance between the tubes is reduced

the repulsive force decreases as the wedge moves out of the gap and the geometry becomes

less favourable.

Using this model we find that at d ≈ 0.74nm the solvent-mediated force F (d) in Figure 3.6a

is high because the two rows of molecules that from the “wedge" are located deep in the gap

between the tubs resulting in a large y-component of the force from the adsorbed layers on

the wedge and a large x-component of the wedge/nanotube force, which consequently leads

to the large value of F (d ≈ 0.74nm).

At d ≈ 0.74nm the wedge molecules have increased their order slightly compared to d ≈
0.88nm and are now oriented in such a way that the bromine atom is located at the tip

of the gap formed by the two tubes, while the three chlorine atoms face outward. Two of

the Cl atoms are adsorbed on one tube with the third on the other tube (second row of

Figure 3.12). In this conformation the wedge formed by the molecules is too blunt for the

gap between the tubes. Consequently, the chlorine atoms sustain the repulsive force with

the tubes (Figures 3.14 and 3.15), while the bromine atom “dangles” in the gap as can be

seen by the rather broad Br spot in the local density in combination with quite sharp Cl and

C spots (second row of Figure 3.12).1

1Although the C atom of CBrCl3 is well shielded by the halogen atoms, the force-field assigns a repulsive
interaction with the tubes (see Figure 3.9a) and Figure 3.14). This rather long range repulsion may be an
artefact of the force-field caused by using an LJ(12,6) for van der Waals type interactions for all atoms.
However, the contributions of the C atom of CBrCl3 to the tube/tube force is consistent with that of the
halogen atoms and does not affect the presented interpretation of the forces.
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Figure 3.14: x-component of the local forces at d = 0.74nm showing the location of atoms
that interact with the tubes repulsively (red) or attractively (blue). The tubes are shown
as a solid black line. The area marked by the dashed rectangle is enlarged in Figure 3.15.

Scale bars are provided in Appendix B.

d=0.88nm d=0.74nm d=0.54nm d=0.41nm d=0.14nm

Figure 3.15: Same as Figure 3.14 but showing an enlarged area at various tube/tube
distances corresponding to Figure 3.12. Scale bars are provided in Appendix B.

As d is reduced further, the gap between the tubes becomes shallower. This means that even-

tually the Br atom will interact with both tubes and sustain most of the repulsive tube/wedge

force. This is a more favourable geometry for a large value of F (d), as the Br atom lies deeper

in the gap than the Cl atoms (Figures 3.12 and 3.16). However, simultaneously the wedge

is being pushed out quickly with reducing d, which appears to overcompensate the previous

effect.

Interestingly there is a second rather broad maximum around d = 0.41nm. This can only

be caused by the wedge molecules as the tubes don’t have any non-monotonous geometrical

features.

At d ≈ 0.41nm the wedge has moved still further out of the gap as is evident from the

location of the carbon atoms (row 4 of Figure 3.12). However, the molecule has rotated

such that two halogen atoms (including bromine) point into the gap and interact with both

tubes simultaneously while the other two chlorine atoms point outward and each interact

with a different tube. This amounts to 6 tube/halogen interactions as compared to 5 found

in the configuration at d ≈ 0.74nm. It is likely that this increase drives the reorientation of

the molecules that form the “wedge". (Note that the tube/atom interaction energy can be

negative although the associated force is repulsive).
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In this orientation of the molecules the wedge is slightly more blunt than before, but also

the gap between the tubes has become more blunt until at d ≈ 0.41nm the wedge is sharper

than the gap and therefore interacts repulsively with the tubes at is tip (Br, Cl) as opposed

to the repulsive interactions at its heel at larger d (sequence in Figure 3.16). This moves the

interaction centre slightly further into the gap and to a more favourable geometry, which

appears to be responsible for the slight increase in the solvent-mediated tube/tube force at

d ≈ 0.41nm.

Decreasing the distance between the tubes pushes the wedge molecules further out of the gap

between the tubes, which makes the geometry less favourable for strong solvent-mediated

tube/tube repulsion. The atoms at the tip of the wedge continue to sustain the repulsive

force while only one of the other two halogen atoms can continue to interact with a tube.

From the discussion above it is clear that strong adhesion between the solvent molecules

and the nanotubes is essential for a strong repulsive region in F (d). However this strong

adsorption should not lead to a deep first minimum in the smPMF. Indeed, CBrCl3 only

has a very shallow first minimum (Figure 3.8). The reason for this is likely the strong

asymmetry of its interaction with the tubes; when one layer is stable between the tubes four

atoms interact with one tube while only one interacts with the other.

C Cl Br

Figure 3.16: Same as figure 3.14 but showing an enlarged area for d = 0.41nm and split
into contributions from the three solvent atom types as indicated in the figure, showing
that the repulsive forces are sustained by Cl and Br, while C never comes close enough to

the tubes to interact repulsively. Scale bars are provided in Appendix B.

3.6 Conclusion

3.6.1 The Corresponding Distances Method

We have demonstrated the corresponding distance method as a useful tool to investigate

solvents and dispersant for low dimensional materials. It is able to produce higher resolution,

accurate potential of mean force curves, with much greater computational efficiency than

standard methods.
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We applied the corresponding distance method to investigate the solvent and dispersant

quality of CBrCl3. Bergin et al. [2] used the predicted solubility parameters of swCNTs

to wrongly predict CBrCl3 as a solvent. Our results show that while CBrCl3 reduces the

stability of the bundled state from -40 kT nm−1 to -12 kT nm−1 it can not destabilise it

completely. It is therefore not a solvent in the thermodynamic sense.

CBrCl3 creates a barrier of 11 kT nm−1 between the individualised and the bundled states

in the re-aggregation direction. This is for parallel tubes, the true barrier for the most

vulnerable, i.e. the 90◦, configuration is likely to lie below 15kT on average. This is unlikely

to be sufficient to stabilise a CNT dispersion and might be reduced even further temporarily

by thermal fluctuations of the adsorbed solvent layers.

Our finding that CBrCl3 is neither a good solvent nor a good dispersant for swCNTs is

consistent with experimental results [2].

It is worth nothing that our simulations only calculate the PMF between two particles. In

principle, the PMF is additive, i.e. the energy to separate four tubes is twice that would be

required to separate two. However, this does not account for many-body effects introduced

by additional particles. We have seen how the solvent density layers interfere with each-

other to produce the shape of the smPMF. A third density wave would change this density

interference pattern and may change the smPMF in ways that cannot be wholly predicted

just by consideration of the two-particle problem. These many-body interactions introduce a

large number of additional dimensions, and while no doubt an interesting study, they remain

beyond the scope of what we are able to investigate in this thesis.

3.6.2 Lessons for Solvent Design

From this chapter we can learn several lessons for solvent design. Firstly, the solvent-

mediated PMF must be greater than 40 kT nm−1 at the tube/tube equilibrium distance

in order to compensate the tube/tube potential. Ultimately this energy must be raised by

solvent adsorption from the liquid. At the same time this required adsorption must not lead

to a strong free energy minimum at one solvent layer sandwiched between the tubes. It is

this dependence of the behaviour of the solvent molecules on the tube structure that the

solubility parameters can not capture.

Secondly, the barrier between the bundled and the dispersed state should ideally be removed.

In a thermodynamic solvent, any barrier here only serves to hinder the dispersion process.

Removing this barrier requires one to shorten the range of the solvent-mediated repulsion to

match the range of the direct tube/tube attraction. This in turn requires the molecule or

fragment that is inserted between the tubes to be small and/or flat.
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Chapter 4

Towards High-Throughput

Computational Screening of Carbon

Nanotube Solvents

4.1 Copyright Statement

Reproduced in part with permission from Langmuir, 2017, 33 (43), pp 12267-12275. Copy-

right 2017 American Chemical Society.

4.2 Introduction

In the previous chapter we successfully demonstrated the efficacy of the corresponding dis-

tance method. In this chapter we make use of the method to study ten solvents, selected to

cover the entire scale from complete non-solvents, to the best of the solvents available from

the large pool that have been previously experimentally tested by Bergin et al. [1]. Such a

study would previously have been time consuming and difficult, but with the efficiency and

speed of the CDM we are able to do it with a fraction of the resources and time.

Bergin et al. [1] identified one particularly interesting solvent: N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone

(CHP). CHP was remarkable for performing a factor of five better than even the next best

solvent (1,3-dimethyl-3,4,5,6-tetrahydro-2-pyrimidinone, DMPU) with a high yield of around

30%. We discussed in Chapter 3 the use of the Hansen solubility parameters as a predictor

for CNT solvents. This was partly successful but includes many false-positive predictions,

and it is difficult to spot any trend between these and the ranking of the tested solvents;
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in particular they couldn’t explain why CHP performed so much better than the rest. We

hope that by analysis of PMFs from a broad range of solvents, and analysis of the structure-

function relationship and the differences between them, we may be able to discover key

features of CHP and its CNT dispersive power.

Having one solvent which performs so superior suggests there is scope still for significant

improvements to be made.

4.3 Methods

The corresponding distances method demonstrated in Chapter 3 was applied here with some

changes. The tube crossing angle was reduced to 5◦ to improve resolution and accuracy,

particularly important around steep parts of the PMF such as the ttPMF minimum. The

Lennard-Jones cut-off radius was increased to 1.6nm, again, for improved accuracy.

An improved routine to integrate the mean force, F (x), was developed to remove high fre-

quency oscillations that are as a result of the four branches of carbon nanotube in the

system, and the alternating structure of the tubes themselves. These four branches of tube

(Figure 4.1) are not necessarily identical depending on the pivot point of the tubes. Addi-

tionally, the tubes have a repeat unit containing two "rings" of carbon atoms with different

atomic positions around the tubes, and each set of alternating rings can have very different

contributions to the mean force (Figure 4.2). The four branches and two ring types give 8

different (very smooth) force curves which we first integrate separately, before averaging the

four branch contributions by local interpolation of each ring type and then summing these

two contributions to obtain the PMF.

Figure 4.1: The four branches in a CDM simulation. Depending on exactly where crossing
point is the four branches may not be identical.

A summary of the simulation parameters used can be found in Table A.2.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Ten solvents (Figure 4.3) were selected from the experimental study by Bergin et al. [1]. They

were selected to cover the full spectrum of solvents and non-solvents. For obvious reasons,
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Figure 4.2: A 10,10 nanotube highlighting one unit cell. There are two rings of C atoms
which are differentiated only by their relative rotation around the cylinder axis.

we included the best of the tested solvents, CHP. We also include CBrCl3 for comparison

because of the in-depth study already performed on it in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.3: The 10 solvents tested. Further information on each can be found in Ap-
pendix C.
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4.4.1 Comparison of Solvents and Correlation to Experimental Results

We used the CDM to obtain the PMF for a pair of 10,10 nanotubes (the same as those

simulated in Chapter 3) for each of the selected solvents (Figure 4.4). Given that we have

such a wide variability in performance amongst these solvents it is surprising to find that,

at first glance, all the PMFs are quite similar. Certainly, we would at least expect that CHP

(performing significantly better than any other solvent), would stand out in some way, but

it does not: we will see that seemingly small differences in the PMF are responsible for large

differences in solvent performance.
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Figure 4.4: PMF of CNTs in all simulated solvents. Differences are small but large enough
to have a large effect on solvent/dispersant quality (see text).

The single most significant observation from Figure 4.4 is that none of the tested solvents

have an aggregate energy, wagg., above zero; none of these "solvents" are solvents in the

thermodynamic sense. They all destabilise the aggregate significantly (wagg = −44 kT nm−1

for two 10,10 CNTs in a vacuum) but fail to create a thermodynamically stable dispersed

state.

If they are not thermodynamic solvents, then logic would dictate that the successful solvents

are likely dispersants. In fact, each solvent’s PMF shows a re-aggregation barrier, though,

as a consequence each solvent also has a dispersion barrier. This would begin to explain

why exfoliation of CNTs is so difficult: all of these solvents have large barriers to dispersion

(wdisp = 25 kT nm−1), far above that which could be activated via thermal fluctuations. The

proposed un-zippering mechanism [2] (see the Section 2.7) suggests this kind of exfoliation

process requires a continuous input of energy along the entire length of the tube.

Re-examining Figure 4.4 while considering the above, we notice that CHP has the largest

re-aggregation barrier, which is consistent with the experimental observation that CHP is the

best of the tested solvents. Re-aggregation of colloidal suspensions is a thermally activated
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process: if we assume an Arrhenius like behaviour for this process then the lifetime of the

dispersion, τ , is linked to the re-aggregation barrier, wreagg, via

τ ∝ 1

kr
∝ ewreagg/kT , (4.1)

where kr is the rate constant. Assuming a similar pre-exponential factor between different

solvents, we can derive an expression for the lifetime ratio of two solvents (A and B).

τA
τB
∝∼ e

(wA
reagg−wB

reagg)/kT (4.2)

We see that the lifetime ratio between the two solvents is linked to the difference in barrier

height by an exponential function: small differences in the barrier height will create large

differences in dispersion lifetime. Moreover, the units of the PMF are kT per nanometre, so

the lifetime ratio increases rapidly with the length of the tube-tube contact. For example,

CHP has a re-aggregation barrier of 16.6 kT nm−1 and CBrCl3 has a re-aggregation barrier

of 12.4 kT nm−1. At 1nm contact length, the lifetime ratio between these two solvents is

81.5. At 5 nm contact length, the lifetime ratio is 3.6× 109.

This exponential relationship suggests that the calculated dispersion barriers for each solvent

molecule, wagg, should be compared with the experimentally measured CNT loading, Cmax

on a logarithmic scale. Figure 4.5a shows a clear link between the two sets of data, with a

particularly strong correlation at the top right of the graph, where the best of the solvents

are sorted largely in the correct order.

It is also pertinent to check for the correlation between the experimental results and the

two other relevant quantities from the PMF: the dispersion barrier (wdisp, Figure 4.5b) and

the absolute aggregate stability (wagg, Figure 4.5c). In all cases, the barrier to dispersion is

large, with no correlation to the experimental data. One might expect an inverse correlation

(i.e. a smaller dispersion barrier leads to more dispersed tubes), but in fact it is the best

solvent, CHP, that has the largest dispersion barrier. This appears to be a contradiction, but

can be explained because the re-aggregation barrier and dispersion barrier are linked by the

height of the maximum from the first solvent layer in the PMF (≈ 0.5 nm for all solvents).

The better dispersants tend to be the molecules which the least stable aggregates (closer to

being thermodynamic solvents), reinforcing our understanding from Chapter 3 that it is the

short range solvent-mediated interactions that are responsible for both effects. However, in
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Figure 4.5: The reaggregation barrier (a), dispersion barrier (b) and stability of the
aggregated state (c) in all solvents against experimentally achieved CNT loading Cmax on a
log scale, clearly showing the excellent correlation between the reaggregation barrier and the
experimental results. Solvents with Cmax = 0 are indicated with a light purple square and
have been placed (artificially) on the vertical axes. The spread of data over 10 simulations
for CHP and CBrCl3 are shown in green and blue respectively, with the original data point

for each shown in purple.
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all cases studied the solvents have a large, negative wagg, so the aggregates in even the best

candidate thermodynamic solvents are very stable.

The results suggest that exfoliation in all the experimentally tested systems is achieved via

a dispersion mechanism, and none of them are acting as thermodynamic solvents. They also

suggest that the dispersion barrier calculated from the CDM is the correct function to assess

dispersant quality.

4.4.2 Data Quality

Because the predicted performance of any given solvent is very sensitive to small changes in

the reaggregation barrier height, it is important to consider the uncertainty in these data.

To do this, 10 repeat runs of two solvents were performed: CHP, which was the best solvent

tested and also happens to be one of the largest; and CBrCl3, which was one of the poorest

solvents and also one of the smallest.

All ten data points for both solvents are shown alongside the rest of the results in Figure 4.5.

The data for CHP and CBrCl3 spread over approximately 2 kT nm−1 and 0.5 kT nm−1

respectively. The difference in spread is most likely related to the size of the solvent molecules.

CBrCl3, as a smaller molecule, has much shorter translational and orientational relaxation

times meaning it can sample much more of its phase space than CHP within the time frame of

our simulations. Importantly, the uncertainties in these data do not affect the overall trend

between the results of the experimental solubility tests and the calculated reaggregation

barrier height.

The spread of data for the aggregate stability is around 2 kT nm−1 (15%) in both cases;

this is good enough to be able to make the distinction between (thermodynamic) solvents

and non-solvents.

4.4.3 Structure-Function Relationship

We have so far been able to link the amount of dispersed tubes in experiment to our sim-

ulations via the height of the re-aggregation barrier in the PMF. The shape of the PMF is

determined by the stability of first layer. This, in turn, is determined by three things: the

interactions between the molecules in the first layer and the tube surface; the interactions

between the orientationally ordered molecules within the first layer; and the interactions of

the first layer with the bulk. These interactions are ultimately dictated by the chemical

structure of the solvent. In order to move beyond a trial-and-error approach to CNT solvent
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design, we need to understand the link between the chemical structure of a solvent molecule

and the resulting PMF.

As the structure-function relationship is complex, we have limited our analysis to a subset of

our tested solvents: CBrCl3, DMPU, and CHP. The first performs poorly in both experiment

and simulation and the latter two perform well.

In this model the tubes have no electrostatic partial charges so the only forces acting between

the solvent and the tubes are van der Waals forces, modelled here by a 6-12 Lennard-Jones

(LJ) potential. A few relevant examples are shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Lennard-Jones potentials for the interaction of CNT carbon atoms with dif-
ferent solvent atom types. The used unified-atom forcefield integrates bonded hydrogen
atoms into the carbon atom which creates different potentials for each possible number of
bonded H atoms, indicated by 2◦ for two hydrogen atoms, for example. It should be noted
that although the depth of the attractive potential well varies by more than a factor of two

across the different atoms, its position shifts by less than 0.1nm.

The actual structure of the solvent as two tubes approach each other is quite difficult to

analyse. We saw in Chapter 3 that the confined, stable single layer (i.e. where F (d) = 0)

has a structure that is very similar to that around a single, isolated tube and this is much

easier to analyse.

The radial density profiles in Figure 4.7a describe layering present at an atomic level within

the first and second layers of solvent molecules. The dominant feature of each radial density

profile in Figure 4.7a is a large density peak common to each solvent molecule at R ≈ 0.38 nm

(where R is the distance from the tube surface) indicating a dense layer of atoms at the

surface of the tube.

R here corresponds to approximately 1
2d in the PMF (Figure 4.4); there is one R between

the first tube and the solvent layer, and a second R from the solvent layer to the second

tube. The first later density peak (R = 0.38 nm) maps to approximately d = 0.76 nm, which
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is where the large repulsive peak in the PMF begins, demonstrating that it is the first layer

responsible for generating most of the solvent mediated forces on the tubes.

The position of the first peak is similar for each solvent because it depends only on the van

der Waals radius of the closest atoms, which is fairly similar across all the solvents. The

solvent atoms can also move into the holes in the hexagonal carbon structure of the tube,

further reducing the influence of the atom’s size.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The number of solvent atoms as a function of distance from the tube
surface R and (b) the accumulated number of solvent atoms from the tube surface. Alkyl

hydrogen atoms are not included as they are implicit in this unified atom forcefield.

After the first layer it is the orientational order of the adsorbed molecules that determines

their density profile. This is driven by the different interaction energies of the solvent atoms

with tube, and their position with the solvent molecule.

The structure of CBrCl3 around CNTs has been extensively analysed previously (Chapter 3).

To recap: CBrCl3 is a tetrahedral molecule but with its high symmetry broken by the

presence of a bromine atom. The most stable configuration of this molecule sees the bromine

atom located preferentially at the tube surface (due to the stronger Ctube − Br potential)
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alongside two chlorine atoms, while the third chlorine atom points straight out from the tube

(Figure 4.8iii).

The three directly adsorbed halogens are responsible for the density peak at R ≈ 0.38 nm,

the solvent carbon atom at the centre causes the shoulder on the right of this peak, and

the remaining halogen atom causes the smaller peak at R ≈ 0.6 nm (Figure 4.7a). Beyond

R ≈ 0.7 nm is the structure of the second solvent layer.

Figure 4.8: Configurations of: (i) DMPU, (ii) CBrCl3 and (iii - v) CHP around a nan-
otube. Alkyl hydrogen atoms are not included as they are implicit in this unified atom

forcefield.

The chlorine atom pointing out from the tube surface gives the repulsive region of the

smPMF (magenta line in Figure 4.9) a distinctive long range (c.f. the other solvents between

d = 0.6 nm and d = 0.8 nm in Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.9: The PMF curves for a pair of 10,10 CNTs in CBrCl3, including the tube/tube
part (ttPMF, blue), the solvent mediated contribution (smPMF, magenta) and the full

PMF (yellow).

From large d, as the tube/tube distance is decreased, the layers of CBrCl3 molecules are

compressed and forced to re-orientate before being squeezed out layer by layer, creating the
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oscillations in the PMF found beyond d ≈ 0.8 nm. The large repulsive peak in the smPMF

at small d is caused by the squeezing out of the last layer: the inner-most layer interacts

much more strongly, and specifically with the tubes than the others so results in a much

larger force.

From the position of the first peak in the radial densities we can conclude that the last

solvent atom has left the gap between the tubes just before the peak of the PMF is reached

from the right. The above all occurs at tube/tube distances beyond the minimum of the

ttPMF. Because the ttPMF is relatively small in this region, when the ttPMF and smPMF

are summed, the PMF in this region is dominated by the contribution from the smPMF

resulting in the peak that creates the reaggregation barrier.

Further increases in the smPMF at even smaller d, driven by solvent desorption from in-

creased confinement, do not contribute to the reaggregation barrier as the ttPMF becomes

very steep and dominates the PMF. This increase does, though, contribute to the destabili-

sation of the aggregated state.

We see that good adhesion of the first layer of solvent is critical both for a good dispersant

and a good thermodynamic solvent. The strength of this adhesion is determined by the

number density of atoms in the first layer and the strength of each atom’s interaction with

the tubes. The interactions are strongest at close range, so it is the atoms at the surface of

the tubes which contribute most.

In CBrCl3, the resultant smPMF is not quite large enough to compensate the large ttPMF

minimum sufficiently to create an effective dispersion barrier. This is most likely due to the

relatively low density of atoms at the surface of the tubes (Figure 4.7a) owing to the large

van der Waals radius of the halogen atoms and long carbon-halogen bond lengths preventing

more efficient packing.

DMPU is one of the best performing dispersants and has the highest first peak in the radial

atom densities in Figure 4.7a. It sits essentially flat on the tube surface (Figure 4.8i) which

disadvantages the molecules somewhat as there is no additional stabilisation from atoms that

are further from the surface.

CHP, the best of the dispersants, has a lower atom density at the surface but has additional

longer ranged atoms owing to CHP’s extended structure; it shows a second maximum similar

in magnitude to that of CBrCl3. CHP can adsorb with either one of its rings flat on the

tube surface, but the second ring remains perpendicular to this and sticks out, leading to

the three configurations in Figure 4.8iii-v.

The lower atom density in the first peak for CHP in Figure 4.7a seems to be compensated for

by the higher density further away. The total numbers of atoms in the first layer for CHP
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and DMPU are very similar but both significantly higher than for CBrCl3 (Figure 4.7b).

Given our understanding thus far we would expect that CHP and DMPU would both be

better dispersants than CBrCl3, and this is exactly what we have found.

This understanding is a first step towards rational solvent design. However, the problem

is enormously complex: while we can take a known dispersant and discern the structural

characteristics that make it effective (or not), it is much more difficult to predict solvent

performance from just a molecular structure.

4.4.4 The Pulegone Outlier

The notable outlier in Figure 4.5a is pulegone (Figure 4.3g). The simulation suggests that

pulegone should have a dispersion stability similar to that of N8P, N12P or NMP. However

in the experiment it dispersed no CNTs. Although the experimental results have, to our

knowledge, not been confirmed independently, they have been remeasured several times.

Thus, the most likely cause of the discrepancy would be a deficiency in the forcefield.

The most obvious difference between pulegone and N8P, N12P or NMP is the absence of a

nitrogen atom, i.e., pulegone does not have an amide group. As amide groups carry large

dipoles, which are likely to locally polarize the nanotubes, they strengthen specifically the

tube/solvent interaction. Such an effect is not captured by standard MD forcefields. It

is, therefore, possible that our model and all other standard forcefields underestimate the

performance of all amide solvents. Thus, polarizable forcefields should be considered in

future work with high priority.

4.5 Conclusion

Here, we have used the corresponding distances method (CDM) to analyse the CNT-dispersion

quality of a range of solvents. The high efficiency, resolution and accuracy of the method

has allowed us to study many more solvents than previously possible in one study.

Our model predicts that none of the solvents are creating thermodynamically stable solutions.

We see that the size of the re-aggregation barrier is highly predictive for the dispersive power

of a solvent indicating that these molecules are in fact dispersants.

The excellent correlation with experimental data and the ability of the CDM to simultane-

ously assess solvent and dispersant power make it an excellent tool to use in further research.

While we have identified above some characteristics of a solvent that are desirable (a high

density of solvent atoms in the first solvent layer, for example), the problem still remains
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difficult to solve. This is partially because of the difficulty in establishing a malleable link

between the solvent structure and the PMF, and partly because chemical space is huge and

difficult to effectively search through.

This sort of problem would lend itself well to an automated, computational optimization to

screen for potential solvents. The CDM provides the necessary fitness functions in just one

simulation, at a speed and accuracy that make this approach feasible with relatively modest

computational resources. Chapter 6 will present the first steps towards such a system,
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Chapter 5

Design Rules for Graphene Solvents

and Dispersants Derived Using the

Corresponding Distances Method

5.1 Copyright Statement

Reproduced in part with permission from ACS Nano, 2018, 12 (2), pp 1043-1049. Copyright

2018 American Chemical Society.

5.2 Introduction

So far we have focused just on a one dimensional material (carbon nanotubes). The CDM in

principle will also work with two dimensional materials, and here we will test it on graphene.

Graphene is structurally very similar to carbon nanotubes (graphene is essentially a rolled

out CNT), and also has very promising physical properties. First isolated in 2004, it has

attracted great interest and investment. Graphene was the subject of the 2010 Nobel Prize in

Physics [1]. Applications include printable electronics [2], electrodes for energy storage and

sensors [3], laminated membranes for water purification [4, 5] or the production of enhanced

composite polymeric materials [6, 7].

Graphene (again, as carbon nanotubes) suffers from poor yields and overall loadings with

poor rates of true individualisation, which present barriers to widespread and cheap industrial

usage.
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The same group who conducted the carbon nanotube experiments, which we used as the basis

of our comparisons in Chapters 3 and 4, also conducted a similar study on graphene [8], once

again correlating the results to solubility parameters and solvent surface tension with the

aim of creating a set of predictive parameters. The result was similar: many poor solvents

could be eliminated, but this system was less good at predicting good solvents.

While graphene and CNTs share many similarities, two of the better CNT dispersants,

N-methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP) and dimethylformamide (DMF) are ineffective graphene dis-

persants [9]. Chemically, the two materials are very similar, and this suggests that it is the

material geometry that is selecting for these solvents.

We will validate the CDM with graphene and then compare two solvents: CBrCl3 and

water. It will also be instructive to compare the PMFs obtained from these two solvents in

graphene and CNTs, and whether either of them perform significantly differently. Through

these comparisons, our aim will be to create some generalised design rules to inform further

work in this area.

5.3 Methods

The corresponding distance method was used as in Chapter 4. The only change required to

translate the method from a 1-D to 2-D material was to reduce the crossing angle from 5◦

to 2◦. Reducing the crossing angle improves the approximations of the CDM and we were

able to produce accurate PMFs for graphene (Section 5.4).

The water model was SPC/E constrained using SHAKE/SETTLE. [10]. A summary of the

simulation parameters used can be found in Table A.3.

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Validating the CDM

To test the CDM we employed the same strategy as in Chapter 3; validating against a

set of parallel sheet simulations. We again opted CBrCl3 as our test case, simply because

we have the best understanding of this molecule of all we have looked at so far. When

comparing against the mean forces we obtain almost perfect agreement between the two

methods (Figure 5.1a).

The smPMFs (Figure 5.1b) produced by the two methods deviate slightly at small d. This is

the same phenomenon we saw when first testing the method against CNTs (Figure 3.6). The
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Figure 5.1: (a) The sm mean force between a pair of parallel graphene sheets immersed
in CBrCl3 to demonstrate the excellent agreement between results from the CDM (solid
curve) and the parallel sheet simulations of the system (symbols). (b) The sm potential of
mean force obtained from the mean force via integration. The slight disagreement between
the two methods is introduced by integration of the sparse data from direct simulation.

Parallel sheet data were obtained from Ref. [11].

cause is also the same: the sparse data points of the parallel simulations produce inaccuracies

when they are numerically integrated. The PMFs from the CDM here have 4200 data points

compared to just 25 from the parallel-sheet simulations.

5.4.2 CBrCl3 and Water

The PMFs of graphene shees in CBrCl3 and in water (Figure 5.2) show intense oscillations,

characteristic of the strong layering of the adsorbed solvent molecules. The water smPMF

is small in magnitude and short ranged. The repulsive peak of the smPMF is completely

dominated by the sheet-sheet PMF (ssPMF) in the PMF and the re-aggregation barrier

is small, 11 kTnm−2. In contrast, the CBrCl3 smPMF has a large repulsive peak that,

crucially, is at its maximum where the ssPMF is still very small. The result is a combined

PMF that has a very large re-aggregation barrier of around 40 kTnm−2. Neither of these

molecules is a thermodynamic solvent for graphene, nor is water a dispersant, but CBrCl3

has a re-aggregation barrier large enough that could make it an effective dispersant.
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Figure 5.2: (a) The CBrCl3 solvent mediated PMF (blue), the direct graphene/graphene
interaction potential (green) and the sum of the two, i.e. the full PMF (yellow). (b) as

previous, for water. These are PMFs for an infinite graphene sheet.
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We know that the orientational structure of the solvent in the first layer is crucial to sol-

vent performance for carbon nanotubes, so we expect this to also have a significant role

for graphene. We see from the density profiles in Figure 5.3a that CBrCl3 adopts a very

similar orientation on the sheets as it does in CNTs: the bromine atom is predominately

turned towards the tube surface, alongside two chlorine atoms, with the third chlorine atom

extending straight out from the surface. The second and subsequent layers are much less

structured but nevertheless well defined all the way out to d = 3 nm and beyond.

In contrast, water has a very simple structure (Figure 5.3b), forming layers just a single

atom thick. The oxygen and hydrogen atoms in the first and second layers sit in the same

plane and will form a hydrogen bonding network across the surface of the graphene sheet.

The first layer is very well defined, the second less so but then subsequent layers are very

difficult to see.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Density profiles of chlorine, bromine and carbon atoms of CBrCl3 solvent
surrounding a single graphene sheet. Molecules in the surface layer are well ordered; most of
them adhere to the graphene sheet with the Br and two Cl atoms or with only the Br atom
while the three Cl atoms point away from it. The surface layer is quite thick, terminating
0.7 nm away from the sheet.(b) Density profiles of oxygen and hydrogen atoms for a single
graphene sheet immersed in water. The first layer is very thin and most hydrogen atoms
are located in the oxygen plane as a result of large electrostatic O/H interactions. Note

that the hydrogen atoms do not interact with the carbon atoms.

The CBrCl3 first layer is ≈ 0.45 nm wide, the water monolayer is much narrower at ≈
0.25 nm. Both solvent layers begin ≈ 0.25 nm from the tube surface, due to the similarities

in the van der Waals radius of all the atoms (Figure 5.4). Then accounting for the distance

to the second sheet, a single water layer is stabilised in pores of d ≈ 0.75 nm and CBrCl3 is

stabilised at d ≈ 0.95 nm. The thickness of these monolayers corresponds to the location of

the first repulsive peak in the smPMF; because the CBrCl3 monolayer is wider, it is squeezed

out at larger d than water and the smPMF extends further, interacting where the ttPMF is

small, creating the large re-aggregation barrier in the CBrCl3 PMF.

The number density of water (99.7 nm−1) is around three times of that of CBrCl3 (33.2 nm−1),

but only the oxygen atom of water interacts with the sheets so they have, approximately

equal interaction centre density. Analysis of the van der Waals (Lennard-Jones) potentials
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(Figure 5.4) reveals oxygen interacts more poorly than both bromine and chlorine, which

contrasts with the particularly strong water-water interactions from intermolecular hydrogen

bonds. Water interacts much better with itself and worse with the tubes than CBrCl3, so

when the final water layer is squeezed out by two sheets there is little (solvent-mediated)

energy penalty to pay.

5.4.3 Comparing Graphene and Carbon Nanotubes

The PMFs of CBrCl3 in carbon nanotubes and graphene shown in Figure 5.5 are very

different; the graphene smPMF (Figure 5.5a) rises much steeper and the graphene PMF

(Figure 5.5b) has a large reaggregation barrier of 40 ktnm−2 which is much smaller in CNTs,

only 11 kT nm−2. It was established in Chapter 3 that CBrCl3 is a poor dispersant in

experiment for CNTs, but the significant re-aggregation barrier present in simulation with

graphene suggests it may be an effective dispersant for this material.

Both NMP and DMF are effective CNT dispersants but have been shown ineffective for

graphene [9]. We observed in Chapter 4 that while CBrCl3 had a wider layer than NMP,

NMP was able to out-perform CBrCl3 owing to a larger interaction-centre density at the tube

surface. While strong interactions with the sheets are also critical for an effective graphene

dispersant, it appears that more weight should be given to the size and shape of the molecule.

The difference is caused by nano-material shape. The cylindrical geometry of the carbon

nanotubes allows the solvent first layer to be removed gradually. As the tubes approach the

solvent molecules rotate and the layer re-organises and moves out until eventually the tubes

come together. In graphene, this process is much more rapid, and a wide, rigid molecule

will effectively resist the graphene sheets approaching at a distance (d) where the ssPMF
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is small, when it would rotate out of the way of two approaching tubes, at a much smaller

energy cost.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the smPMF (a) and the PMF (b) for graphene (solid) and
(10,10) carbon nanotubes (dashed) immersed in CBrCl3 to demonstrate that the geometry

of the immersed nano-material has a large effect on solvent performance.

We see in Figure 5.6 that water performs very poorly as either a solvent or dispersant in

both materials. The smPMF in both cases is small, short ranged (due to the thin adsorbed

layer) and therefore completely dominated by the nano-material particle-particle PMF. The

CNT smPMF is marginally larger than that of the graphene smPMF which may be related

to the ability of water to form a hydrogen bonding network network around a nanotube [12],

which has not been observed in graphene.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the smPMF (a) and the PMF (b) for graphene (solid) and
(10,10) carbon nanotubes (dashed) immersed in water.

5.5 Conclusion

We have used MD simulations combined with the corresponding distances method (CDM)

to enhance understanding of the molecular characteristics that make a liquid a good solvent

or dispersant for graphene. This is the first time that the CDM has been applied to 2-D

materials and our results demonstrate its excellent performance.
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We investigated two very different liquids, trichlorobromomethane (CBrCl3) and water to

compare their solvent behaviour and, in to understand their difference in performance be-

tween graphene and single-wall carbon nanotubes (CNT). As water is a relatively small

molecule with very strong intermolecular interactions and comparatively weak adhesion to

graphene, it is neither a solvent nor a dispersant for graphene, consistent with our expecta-

tions. Nevertheless, CBrCl3 is indicated to be a good dispersant for graphene, but not for

CNTs.

Experimental solubility tests have found that CNTs can not be dispersed in trichlorobro-

momethane [13]. However, here we show that the different geometry of graphene compared

to carbon nanotubes can change the potency of a molecule as nano-particle solvent or dis-

persant. Thus, contrary to the CNT case, our results suggest that CBrCl3 should be a good

dispersant for graphene.

Our analysis of the causal chain between structure and function allows us to draw some

general conclusions for solvent design. It is plausible that the adsorption free energy, via

the stability of the confined monolayer, controls the strength of the repulsive region in the

smPMF, whereas the size of the molecules controls its range. Thus, good dispersants are

relatively large molecules that adhere well and therefore generate a high reaggregation barrier

at distances larger than the range of attraction between graphene sheets. Good solvents must

adhere very strongly to compensate the very strong sheet/sheet cohesion, but should be as

small as possible to not create a too high exfoliation barrier. These simple "design rules"

pave the way to more rational solvent design for graphene.
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Chapter 6

Optimization and Design of

Halo-Methane Solvents

6.1 Introduction

Over the previous chapters we have used the CDM to explore several solvent-material sys-

tems, derived from real experiments. The structure-function relationship from the solvent

to the PMF is very complicated even for simple molecules, so while we have been able to

link the PMF of a CNT or graphene sheet in a solvent back to that solvent’s molecular

structure, trying use this understanding to do the reverse and design an effective solvent is

very difficult. At the end of Chapter 4 we concluded that the next best step is to use the

CDM as part of an automated computer optimization. In this chapter we will present the

first steps towards such an optimization in a CNT system, and the results of some systems

tested as a result of what we learn from it.

This chapter will be presented in two parts. In the first part, we aim to perform an opti-

mization to search for a CNT solvent.

Chemical space is huge and searching it for a molecule to perform any specific function is chal-

lenging. The first requirement is to identify the function to be used to assess a molecule’s

suitability. This fitness function could be almost any property: a partition coefficient, a

solubility parameter, protein-ligand binding affinity (often used for drug design), or a combi-

nation of several properties. We focus primarily on optimizing for a thermodynamic solvent,

for which the defining criterion is that the CNT aggregate should be less stable than the

dispersed state, i.e, wagg > 0.
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Such an optimization, while widely used in the fields of materials and drug design, has not

been previously attempted for this particular problem, not least because the calculation of

the fitness function was so computationally expensive and difficult. Now that we can use

the CDM method to reliably obtain accurate PMF curves relatively cheaply, an optimization

becomes more feasible.

Another significant part of the challenge is finding a way to traverse chemical space. One

could simply extensively search through a fixed library of molecules; this is very inefficient and

can be very costly if the fitness function is any more than trivial to calculate [1, 2]. Smarter

methods such as genetic algorithms are more efficient but can have difficulty exploring a

large areas of chemical space and still require an amount of manual curation [3, 4]. Newer

techniques use neural networks to perform searches but these require specific expertise to

develop [5].

This is all to say that performing large-scale optimizations is not straight forward. We will

significantly simplify the problem by focusing on only one parameter: the strength of the

interaction between the tubes and the solvent molecules, leaving everything else unchanged

(see Section 6.2 for details). This reduces the problem down to a continuous, 1-dimensional

variable, albeit while creating un-physical systems and limiting us to a single structure.

In the second part of this chapter we will take the lessons learned from the above optimization

and apply them to systems which, in contrast to the above, are fully consistent with the

forcefield and our other work so far. We have shown design of a CNT solvent to be a very

difficult prospect because these systems are very complicated and the physical parameters

that affect solvent performance are interconnected. We will see that by isolating one of these

parameters in the above optimization we learn important information that can inform our

design.

6.1.1 Energy Units

Where previously we have presented results in energy units of kT , we now will use kJ mol−1.

While kT is a convenient unit when trying understand thermally activated processes, it

has no advantage over measuring in kJ mol−1 when determining whether something is a

thermodynamic solvent (in both cases the requirement is that wagg > 0). kT is also tem-

perature dependent, and so comparing simulations at different temperatures is difficult and

this becomes relevant in the second half of this chapter.
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6.2 Part I: Optimization of CX3Y

CBrCl3 is the template molecule for this optimization, and we refer to it as the generic

CX3Y. In our initial optimization we target one specific characteristic of the system: the

tube-solvent interaction strength. We do this by directly modifying the 6-12 Lennard Jones

cross potential well depth between the tube and some atoms in the solvent. Importantly, we

do this without changing the bulk solvent-solvent or tube-tube interactions. This creates a

system which is un-physical.

The Lennard Jones (LJ) equation describes the van der Waals potential (V (rij)), between

two atoms, i and j, at distance rij

V (r)ij = 4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]
, (6.1)

where εij is the depth of the potential well and σij is distance (in r) at which the inter-atom

potential is zero. When i and j are the same atom type then εij and σij are simply the listed

values for that atom from the forcefield. When i and j are different then combination rules

are applied. In the GROMOS 53a6 forcefield [6], the cross terms are the geometric mean of

the two parameters.

σij = (σi × σj)
1
2 (6.2)

and

εij = (εi × εj)
1
2 (6.3)

In the optimization, we directly modify εX−CNT (or εY−CNT); changing the depth of the

potential between one of the solvent atoms and the nanotube atoms (Figure 6.1). The

interaction range (σX−CNT) and the LJ parameters of the bulk solvent remain that of CBrCl3.

All other forcefield parameters (such as bond lengths or angles) are unchanged.

We refer to these modified systems as non self consistent (NSC); the Lennard Jones combi-

nation rules are not applied universally across the system.
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Figure 6.1: The red line is the Lennard-Jones cross potential between Cl and a nanotube
C atom in the GROMOS 53a6 forcefield. The blue lines are potentials with a modified εij ,

used in Figure 6.2

6.2.1 Methods

Because the bulk liquid is unchanged, we can start each simulation from the same well

equilibrated starting configuration. This configuration was obtained using the simulation

procedure from Chapter 4, except with a change of tube crossing angle (up to 10◦ from 5◦,

to reduce simulation times): energy minimization followed by a short isothermal equilibration

(0.3ns); isobaric equilibration (1ns); and lastly a second, long isothermal equilibration (10ns)

(Table A.4). The starting configuration was created at standard temperature and pressure

(300K, 1 bar).

From the pre-equilibrated system, each optimization run then just needs one 10 ns isothermal

simulation, of which the first 1 ns is discarded to allow for equilibration following the changes

of the tube-solvent LJ parameters. The NSC systems were at 300 K, with constant density

across each from the starting configuration.

6.2.2 Results and Discussion

Initially, we modified only εX−CNT, keeping εY−CNT consistent with a bromine atom in the

forcefield at 0.9 kJ mol−1 (chlorine). εX−CNT is modified from its initial value of 0.9 kJ mol−1.

For this optimization we are most interested in finding thermodynamic solvents, the cri-

terion for this is that the aggregate energy, wagg is greater than zero. In both datasets a

solvent is found after sufficiently increasing solvent-CNT attraction (via εX−CNT, Figure 6.2

or εY−CNT, Figure 6.3).

In Figure 6.2 we see that a solvent is found at εX−CNT & 0.85 kJ mol−1. We can fit the

data points in Figure 6.2b onto two lines. The change in gradient is caused by a change of

orientational configuration of the solvent molecule. At εX−CNT < 0.9 kJ mol−1 (red line), the
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Figure 6.2: (a) PMFs and (b) aggregate stability (wagg) as a function of solvent nanotube
attraction, of CNTs in CX3Y for changing εX−CNT.
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Figure 6.3: (a) PMFs and (b) aggregate stability (wagg) as a function of solvent nanotube
attraction, of CNTs in CX3Y for changing εY−CNT.

Y atom preferentially adsorbs on the tube surface because it has a greater attraction to the

CNT atoms (Figure 6.4i). At εX−CNT > 0.9 kJ mol−1 (blue line) X is now more attractive

to the tubes than Y so the solvent rotates, and all three X atoms are now preferentially

adsorbed (Figure 6.4ii). We can see the effect of this in density maps of X atoms around the

nanotubes (Figure 6.5).

(ii)(i)

Figure 6.4: Orientational configuration of two CX3Y molecules (X, green and Y, red):
(a) where εX−CNT > εY−CNT and (b) where εX−CNT < εY−CNT. The molecules rotates so

that most attractive atoms are at the surface of the tube.

The red line has a gradient of 126.0 nm−1 and the blue line a gradient of 195.0 nm−1: a ratio

of 0.65. This almost perfectly correlates to the ratio of preferentially adsorbed X atoms at

the surface of the tube in each of these regions (2 : 3).
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εX−CNT = 0.6(a) εX−CNT = 1.0(b)

Figure 6.5: Density maps of two CX3Ymolecules: (a) εX−CNT = 0.6 kJ mol−1 and (b)
εX−CNT = 1.0 kJ mol−1. In (a) the molecule is orientated as in Figure 6.4i. in (b) the
molecule has rotated as in Figure 6.4ii and the density map shows a corresponding increase

in X density at the tube surface.

We have discussed in previous chapters that there are three main contributions towards

the PMF: the strength of the interactions between atoms in the solvent and those of the

carbon nanotubes; the orientational configuration of the solvent around the tubes; and a

contribution from the bulk solvent which we have so far been unable to define well, but we

have assumed to be small compared to the other two factors.

Because we are modifying only the tube-solvent interaction, the bulk solvent remains un-

changed and that contribution towards the PMF remains constant. The orientational con-

figuration of the solvent around the tubes also remains constant along each of the two lines

in Figure 6.2b. This leaves only the solvent-tube interaction strength to affect the PMF (and

the value of wagg) and explains the almost perfect correlation between between the number

of adsorbed X atoms and the rate of change of wagg with the change in εX−CNT.

We were also able to create a theoretical solvent manipulating only εY−CNT(Figure 6.3b),

with εX−CNT held at 0.59 kJ mol−1 (consistent for a Cl atom in the forcefield). A theoretical

solvent is found at εY−CNT & 1.38 kJ mol−1. Again, the data in this range fit well to a

straight line.

If we perform a similar analysis of the gradient as above, we find gradient of this line

(78.7 nm−1) is slightly too large for the number of atoms whose potentials are being changed

(1) and we end up with a ratio of gradients of 1.5 : 2 : 3 where we expect 1 : 2 : 3

(Y:XεX−CNT<0.9:XεX−CNT>0.9).

Alongside the potential depth, the other defining characteristic of the Lennard-Jones poten-

tial is the length parameter representing the van der Waals diameter of an atom, σ, defined

as the distance on the x axis that the potential crosses the y axis at 0 (see Figure 6.1, all the

potentials share a common σ of 0.35nm). Recalling that X atoms are based on chlorine and Y

atoms on bromine, Y atoms have a larger radius: σX−CNT = 0.35 nm, σY−CNT = 0.36 nm

(Figure 4.6). The asymmetry caused by the larger radius on the Y atom may push the
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X atoms into a steeper part of the LJ potential than they otherwise might, resulting in a

different scaling of the effective solvent-tube potential with changing ε compared to Y.

We have managed to create several solvents through direct modification of the solvent-

tube interaction strength. Ultimately, we must remember that these systems do not directly

correspond to anything real; we are manipulating the solvent-tube interactions independently

in a way that is completely un-physical. Can we, then, identify analogous real molecules for

the CX3Y solvents we have found, and determine how similar they behave in simulation?

6.3 Part II: Design of Halo-Methane Solvents

The first CX3Y molecule in the above optimization that was found to be a solvent was

with εX−CNT = 0.9 kJ mol−1 (and Y unchanged). The closest corresponding atom to this is

bromine, εBr−CNT = 0.9 kJ mol−1. As the Y atom in CX3Y is based on bromine, this leads

us to CBr4.

When CBr4 was simulated it was found not be a solvent. While this initial result is obviously

disappointing, it is not a surprise given the other large differences between CX3Y and CBr4.

In this next section we will identify what these differences are, the effect they have on the

PMF and then put what we learn into practice to propose improved solvents.

6.3.1 Methods

The systems following in this section are true to the physics model used in standard molec-

ular dynamics and the GROMOS 53a6 forcefield, to produce results that can relate to real,

experimental systems. They were simulated using the same parameters as the non self-

consistent, CX3Y based systems above (Table A.4) with the following steps: energy minimi-

sation, isothermal equilibration, isobaric equilibration and production with simulation times

from Table A.5.

6.3.2 Results and Discussion

6.3.2.1 CBr4

CBr4 was simulated and found to be a non-solvent: wagg = −28.4 kJ mol−1 nm−1, signifi-

cantly higher than the value found for CXεX−CNT=0.9Y of wagg = 9.7 kJ mol−1 nm−1. There

are numerous differences between these simulations. Can we identify those which make the

biggest contribution to the decrease of wagg, and tune our solvent system to minimise or
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even eliminate them? We will take our CX3Y solvent and change it one parameter at a time

until we obtain CBr4.

Firstly, the CX3Y molecule was simulated at 300 K but CBr4 is solid at this temperature

and needed to be simulated at 500 K to liquefy. Changing the temperature of the CX3Y

simulation to 500 K to match reduces wagg to −8.8 kJ mol−1 nm−1 (shown as the blue

arrow/dot in Figure 6.6); it is no longer predicted to be a solvent at this temperature.

Figure 6.6: Purple circles are the same data as Figure 6.2(b). Added to this are solid
coloured dots and arrows to demonstrate the change of wagg as we modify parameters of

CX3Y to mutate it step by step into CBr4 (orange dot).

This could be explained by considering the free energy of solvation, ∆Gsolv, given by

∆Gsolv = ∆Hsolv − T∆Ssolv . (6.4)

where ∆Hsolv is the enthalpy of solvation, T is temperature and ∆Ssolv is the entropy of

solvation. For any of our CX3Y solvents ∆Hsolv could be either positive or negative, we

don’t know without further investigation, but it is actually not important when we consider

the effect of the entropy change.

When the nanotubes are immersed in solvent, the solvent molecules order themselves around

the tubes and the total amount of ordering is proportional to the surface area of the tubes.

When two CNTs move from the aggregated state to the dispersed state (i.e. they dissolve)

the total solvent-accessible surface increases, increasing ordering and decreasing entropy,
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suggesting ∆Ssolv in a nanotube system is negative. Thus we find that an increasing tem-

perature will make the entropy term in Equation (6.4) more negative, increasing ∆Gsolv

(assuming the direct temperature dependence of ∆Hsolv and ∆Ssolv is small over this range)

and making the nanotubes less soluble, consistent with our simulations.

We also know that wagg is dependant on the number of adsorbed atoms at the CNT surface

(Chapter 4). Increases in temperature drive a decrease in adsorption which will push wagg

down and reduce the solubility of the tubes.

The bond lengths between CX3Y and CBr4 were corrected next. CBrCl3 is the template

molecule for CX3Y so to correct the bond lengths, the C-X (0.176 nm) bonds were lengthened

to that of C-Br (0.189 nm). This further decreased wagg from −8.8 kJ mol−1 nm−1 to

−11.2 kJ mol−1 nm−1. Even a small increase (7.3%) in the lengths of 3 out of 4 bonds has

a fairly large effect on the aggregate stability.

Similarly, we alter the vdW interaction length parameter between the solvent and the tube,

σX−CNT from 0.347nm to 0.365nm (5.2%). This brings wagg of CX3Y back above zero to

7.3 kJ mol−1 nm−1. The system is now a solvent again, but is further away from CBr4.

It is clear why the change in potential depth or temperature affects the PMF, but why do

changes in seemingly inconsequential length parameters (vdW diameter and bond length)

result in such large changes to wagg?

Both the bond length and vdW range parameters affect how the solvent molecule is able

to pack on the surface on the nanotube. We previously demonstrated that atom density

at the surface is a critical parameter for solvent quality [7] (Chapter 4). Lengthening the

X-CNT bond length moves the atoms apart on the surface of the tube, lowering the overall

interaction density and reducing wagg.

Counter-intuitively, increasing the vdW diameter of the atoms interacting with the tubes,

σX−CNT, increases the number of atoms on the tube surface. Although the atoms are bigger,

they are also further away and so the surface area they have to pack on is increased. This

results in a net gain of atoms on the surface and wagg is increased.

The last change is to adjust the LJ parameters of the CX3Y solvent-solvent interactions to

be consistent with the forcefield mixing rules and the tube-solvent interactions. Correcting

solvent-solvent parameters is the final change between CX3Y and CBr4, and wagg of CX3Y

now matches that of CBr4 (−28.4 kJ mol−1 nm−1). The fact this has such a large effect is

surprising, it is much more significant than modification of the direct tube-solvent interaction

strength. An increase in the solvent-solvent interactions has reduced the quality of the

solvent.
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It follows that we want a solvent which interacts stronger with the tubes than it does with

itself. The LJ cross terms are all coupled to the individual atom parameters (Section 6.2.1),

and a single solvent that would behave this way is not easy to find. We could emulate this

behaviour with a binary solvent comprising of a weakly interacting (primary) and strongly

interacting (secondary) part. Mixtures would also solve the problem of the high temperatures

needed for bromo-methane and iodo-methane compounds, because of their high melting

points.

6.3.2.2 Mixtures

Results from two binary solvent systems (at 300 K) are presented in Figure 6.7. Each

contains a primary solvent which has weak interactions (the weak solvent) and a secondary

solvent which interacts more strongly (the strong solvent). Both systems improve wagg with

the addition of the strong solvent (measured by percentage of strong solvent molecules,

%Nstrong, in the system). The strong solvent adsorbs preferentially on the nanotube surface,

driven by its stronger interaction potential, which in turn causes an increase in wagg.
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Figure 6.7: Aggregate stability, wagg, as a function of the percentage of strong solvent
molecules, %Nstrong. Units of kT nm−1 are given on the right axis for ease of comparison

with data from Chapters 3 to 5.

These two systems shared a common strong secondary solvent (CBr4), but differed in strong

primary solvent. The system with the worst weak solvent (CCl3F, purple line in Figure 6.7)

showed the greatest improvement in wagg as %Nstrong increased, eventually outperforming

the other system (CBrCl3, green line in Figure 6.7).

Neither system becomes a thermodynamic solvent (wagg > 0) at up to 50 %Nstrong, although

the CCl3F− CBr4 system achieves the closest result of −23.0 kJ mol−1 nm−1. This is a

significant improvement on all of the solvents tested in Chapter 4, which ranged between

−30.0 and −42.2 kJ mol−1 nm−1. Above %Nstrong > 50%, both systems froze, so this was

the upper limit we could explore.
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The improvement in wagg from the increase in %Nstrong in both cases is reasonably clear: a

greater proportion of strong solvent molecules in the system, means that more are adsorbed

on the tube surface at equilibrium, at the expense of the weak solvent molecules, driving the

PMF up.

While wagg in both systems increases, they increase at different rates, and it is the system

with the worst weak solvent that improves fastest. In each system, the strong solvent interacts

less well with the weak solvent than it does with the tube, and the strong solvent is driven to

adsorb on the tube surface. When the interaction potential of the weak solvent is lowered,

there is a stronger driving force pushing the secondary solvent towards the tube. More

precisely, the liquid surface energy around the nanotubes is minimised when the interactions

between the liquid and the tube surface are maximised, and this is what causes preferential

adsorption of the strong solvent molecules.

All else being equal, as in these two systems, with a weaker weak solvent, more secondary

strong solvent is adsorbed and wagg rises faster with increasing %Nstrong.

Although the primary focus is on the aggregate stability, it is also worth considering the

behaviour of both the dispersion and the reaggregation barriers. For a thermodynamic

solvent we would ideally eliminate all barriers in the system, particularly if we want to avoid

the dispersion barrier, wdisp, rising as we increase wagg. Even if we find a thermodynamic

solvent, a large dispersion barrier would be problematic as increased energy input would be

required before the nanotubes could disperse.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Dispersion barrier height (wdisp) and (b) re-aggregation barrier height
(wreagg) as a function of %Nstrong. Units of kT nm−1 are given on the right axis for ease

of comparison with data from Chapters 3 to 5.

For both solvent systems, the dispersion barrier (Figure 6.8a) fluctuates within approximately

±2.5 kJ mol−1 nm−1(1 kT nm−1) of the pure primary-solvent simulation (%Nstrong = 0).

The dispersion barrier is dependent on both the PMF first minimum and first maximum,

both of which rise as the smPMF increases, so there is little net change.
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The reaggregation barrier, wreagg, rises with %Nstrong (as wagg does). This depends on the

first maximum and second minimum of the PMF. The first maximum rises with an increasing

smPMF but the second minimum changes very little.

At %Nstrong = 0 neither system would be a dispersant based on the data in Chapter 4. At

%Nstrong = 50 the CBrCl3/CBr4 system had a reaggregation barrier of 37.8 kJ mol−1 nm−1

(15.2 kT nm−1), which would rank it third of those solvents tested in Chapter 4. A significant

improvement in solvent and dispersant quality has been achieved.

6.4 Conclusion

We have taken advantage of the speed of the corresponding distance method to perform

a proof-of-concept optimisation on CBrCl3 in a search for a carbon nanotube solvent. By

optimising the the Lennard Jones cross parameters between the solvent halogen atoms and

the nanotubes, we were able to obtain thermodynamic CNT solvents.

While the optimized, non-self consistent systems were un-physical, understanding the differ-

ences between these un-physical systems and the fully consistent systems led to consideration

of solvent mixture systems as a potential route to improved solvents. A mixture of CCl3F

and CBr4 is the closest to a thermodynamic solvent of all we have tested so far, but there is

still significant improvement required.

There are a few ways we could modify these systems further to move towards a thermody-

namic solvent. Reducing the interaction strength of the primary solvent has already produced

good results, and there is scope for reducing this even further by replacing one or more chlo-

rine(s) in CCl3F with fluorine. We could also consider increasing the interaction strength of

the the secondary-solvent: i.e. using iodine instead of bromine in CBr4.

There is a large amount of work still to be done to fully explore and understand such

mixture systems. Esven before we consider that we not necessarily just limit the search to

halo-methane based compounds, the number of permutations of primary solvent, secondary

solvent and ratios of each is very large. This, just as in Chapter 4, leads us to the conclusion

that the way forward requires a fully automated computer optimization.
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Conclusion

The corresponding distances method has been demonstrated for two low dimensional mate-

rials: CNTs and graphene. The CDM is fast, high resolution, and is able to easily maintain

thermodynamic consistency across all data points.

We extensively studied CNT solvents. Current CNT solvents were found to be dispersants,

not thermodynamic solvents. Experimentally tested CNT loading is linked to the height of

the re-aggregation barrier by an exponential function: even small changes in structure, that

have small effects on the PMF, can produce large differences in the stability of a dispersion.

In general, large molecules are likely to create effective dispersants because they interact

with the opposing tube at range where the tube-tube potential is small. This, however,

is problematic for a solvent as it will create a large dispersion barrier. Beyond these very

broad statements, the structure function relationship between a solvent molecule and its

dispersive power is extremely complicated. Rational design of a solvent molecule based on

understanding these relationships is not feasible. The logical next step is to employ an

automated algorithm to search chemical space.

We demonstrated a proof of concept optimization by modifying the strength of the tube-

solvent Lennard Jones interaction and we were able to produce a theoretical CNT solvent,

resembling CBr4. Selectively modifying the LJ parameters in this way is entirely un-physical,

but from this we learned important lessons that led us to consider solvent mixtures.

The understanding gained from this optimisation led us to develop a system from a non-

solvent/non-dispersant (pure CBrCl3) to a binary solvent system which would be an effective

dispersant and ranks the closest to being a solvent of all we have tested (CCl3F + CBr4).

Upon testing graphene we find that the different geometry of materials (compared to carbon

nanotubes) produces different results from solvents. CBrCl3 is a non-solvent for CNTs but
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is likely effective for graphene. For graphene it seems that extended structure of a solvent

is more important than for CNTs. As with carbon nanotubes, the link from structure to

experimental dispersion is complicated and future work should focus on optimization in

chemical space.

7.1 Future Work

7.1.1 Other Materials

There are numerous other materials that could be studied with benefit from the CDM.

Cellulose nanocrystals (derived from cellulose) are an abundant, naturally occurring material

with useful chemical, mechanical and optical properties [1]. The CDM could be used to create

a inter-particle potential for a coarse grained cellulose nanocrystal forcefield.

There are several variants of carbon nanotube-like and graphene-like materials such boron

nitride nanotubes which exhibit a similar aggregation behaviour. Functionalised variants of

carbon nanotubes and graphene have been shown to exhibit different solvent preferences de-

pending on the chemistry of the groups present [2]. It is also possible to use solvents to select

carbon nanotubes for properties such as radius, chirality or metallic/semi-conducting [3–6].

The large number of simulations that would be required to study this behaviour makes the

CDM particularly appropriate.

7.1.2 Polarisable Forcefields

Polarisable forcefields were identified in Chapter 4 as a possible improvement to our model.

Carbon nanotubes and graphene are highly polarizable and polar solvents, such as amides,

are likely to introduce local charge which is not captured in our current simulations. Some

literature suggests that charging of the nanotubes could be significant for CNT dispersion [7–

11].

This is a short coming of standard molecular dynamics and though there has been much work

in the development of polarizable forcefields, they are less mature and much more expensive

to use [12]. Comparisons of polarisable and non-polarisable forcefield with quantum mechan-

ics based methods with carbon nano-material fragments indicate non-polarisable methods

may be deficient [13–16].
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7.1.3 Computer Optimization

We have been able to identify some very broad trends towards effective solvents for carbon

nanotubes and graphene, but our research has struggled to find definitive design rules for

these solvents; small differences in solvent structure have large, unpredictable effects on

solvent quality.

The optimization procedure followed in Chapter 6 can be considered a prototype to a fully

automated optimization. To move to a fully automated system that could find a solvent, we

need to vastly increase the scope of the optimisation from small variations on one molecule

to exploring a much wider area of chemical space. We must also choose a suitable algorithm

(there are many kinds [17–19]) to make the decisions that a human operator has made

here. Previously, such an optimization would have been computationally expensive and time

consuming, but the efficiency of the CDM makes this feasible.
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Appendix A

Simulation Parameters

A.1 Simulation Parameters for Chapter 3

Simulation parameters for Chapter 3 can be found in Table A.1.

A.2 Simulation Parameters for Chapter 4

Simulation parameters for Chapter 4 can be found in Table A.2

A.3 Simulation Parameters for Chapter 5

Simulation parameters for Chapter 5 can be found in Table A.3. The coordinate system is

illustrated in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1: Schematic of the system set up and coordinate system used for the graphene
simulations.

A.4 Simulation Parameters for Chapter 6

Simulation parameters for Chapter 6 can be found in Table A.4 and Table A.5.
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Production
Ensemble NVT
Simulation Time (ns) 10
Timestep (ps) 0.002
Integrator velocity verlet
VdW and electrostatic cut-off (nm) 1.2
VdW scheme Lennard Jones 12-6, potential shift
Electrostatic scheme Reaction Field Zero, potential shift verlet
Thermostat v-rescale
Thermostat coupling time/constant (ps) 0.1
VdW mixing rule geometric mean
Integrator Velocity verlet
Machine precision double
Neighbour list update frequency (steps) 20
Neighbour list cut-off (ns) 1.5

Isothermal/Isobaric Equilibration
Ensemble NPzsxyT
Time (ns) 1
Barostat berendsen
Barostat coupling constant (ps) 2.0
Compressibility (bar−1) 4·105

Isothermal Equilibration
Ensemble NVT
Time (ps) 300
Energy Minimisation
EM Type conjugate gradient
nsteps 10000
Fmax (kJmol−1) 103

Parameters for the energy minimisation and equilibration steps are the same as for the
production step unless otherwise stated.

Table A.1: Simulation Parameters
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Production
Ensemble NVT
Simulation Time (ns) 10
Timestep (ps) 0.002
Integrator velocity verlet
VdW and electrostatic cut-off (nm) 1.6
VdW scheme Lennard Jones 12-6, potential shift
Electrostatic scheme Reaction Field Zero, potential shift verlet
Thermostat velocity-rescale
Thermostat coupling time/constant (ps) 0.1
VdW mixing rule geometric mean
Machine precision double
Neighbour list update frequency (steps) 20
Neighbour list cut-off (nm) 1.9

Isothermal/Isobaric Equilibration
Ensemble NPzsxyT
Simulation Time (ns) 2
Barostat berendsen
Barostat coupling constant (ps) 2.0
Isothermal Compressibility (bar−1) 4·105

Isothermal Equilibration
Ensemble NVT
Time (ns) 0.3
Energy Minimization
EM Type conjugate gradient
Max. number of steps 10000
Fmax (kJmol−1) 103

Parameters for the energy minimization and equilibration steps are the same as for the
production step unless otherwise stated.

Table A.2: Simulation Parameters for Chapter 4
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Production
Ensemble NVT
Simulation time (ns) 10 (water), 21 (CBrCl3), 10 (all CDM)
Averaging (ns) 9 (water), 10 (CBrCl3), 9 (all CDM)
Integrator velocity verlet
Timestep (ps) 0.002
vdW and electrostatic cut-off (nm) 1.6
vdW scheme Lennard Jones 12-6, potential shift
Electrostatic scheme Reaction Field Zero, potential shift verlet
Thermostat velocity rescale
Thermostat coupling time/constant (ps) 0.1
Neighbour list update frequency (steps) 20
Neighbour list cut-off (nm) 1.9

Isothermal/Isobaric Equilibration
Ensemble (NP||szT ) parallel-sheet, (NP|−sxT) CDM
Simulation time (ns) 1
Barostat Berendsen
Barostat coupling constant (ps) 2.0
Isothermal Compressibility (bar−1) 4·10−5

Isothermal Equilibration
Ensemble NVT
Simulation time (ps) 300
Energy Minimization
EM Type (CBrCl3) conjugate gradient
EM Type (water) steepest decent
Max. Number of steps 10000
Convergence criteria, Fmax (kJmol−1) 103

Parameters for the energy minimization and equilibration steps are the same as for the
production step unless otherwise stated.

Table A.3: Simulation Parameters for Chapter 5
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Isothermal Equilibration/Production
Ensemble NVT
Timestep (ps) 0.002
Integrator velocity verlet
VdW and electrostatic cut-off (nm) 1.6
VdW scheme Lennard Jones 12-6, potential shift
Electrostatic scheme Reaction Field Zero, potential shift verlet
Thermostat1 velocity-rescale
Thermostat coupling time/constant (ps) 0.1
VdW mixing rule geometric mean
Machine precision double
Neighbour list update frequency (steps) 20
Neighbour list cut-off (nm) 1.9

Isobaric Equilibration
Ensemble (see Section 4.3) NPzsxyT
Barostat berendsen
Barostat coupling constant (ps) 2.0
Isothermal Compressibility (bar−1) 4·105

Energy Minimization
EM Type conjugate gradient
Max. number of steps2 10000
Fmax (kJmol−1) 103

Parameters for the energy minimization and equilibration steps are the same as for the
production step unless otherwise stated.

Table A.4: Simulation Parameters for Chapter 6, Part 1

t Singular Solvent / ns t Binary Solvent / ns
Isothermal Equilibration 0.3 0.3
Isobaric Equilibration 1 10
Production 10 20

Table A.5: Simulation Time for Chapter 6, Part 2. Simulation parameters remain the
same as Table A.4. Binary solvent systems require longer equilibration times to allow the

solvent distribution throughout the system to equilibrate.
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Force Map Scale-Bars

B.1 Scale Bars

Scales for density maps in Figure B.1 and force maps in Figure B.2 maps are cut-off at each

end to provide sufficient contrast in the plot to bring out the important features.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.1: Scale bars for density maps presented in Figures 3.7, 3.10 and 3.12 for
Chlorine, a (green), Bromine, b (red), and Carbon, c, (blue) in units of per unit volume, N

nm−3.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.2: Scale bars for force maps presented in: (a) Figures 3.14 and 3.15, and (b) Fig-
ures 3.10 and 3.16. Force densities in (kJ mol−1 nm−1) nm−3.
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Appendix C

Solvent Data

The 10 solvents used and their full names, structures and SMILES strings are given in Ta-

ble C.1.

Table C.1: Solvents

Name (abbrevia-

tion)
Structure SMILES

acetone O CC(=O)C

bromotrichloro-

methane (CBrCl3)
CCl

Cl Cl

Br

C(Cl)(Cl)(Cl)Br

cyclohexyl pyrroli-

dine (CHP)
N

O

O=C2N(C1CCCCC1)CCC2

Continued on next page
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Name (abbrevia-

tion)
Structure SMILES

cyclohexanone

O

C1CCC(=O)CC1

1,3-dimethyl-

3,4,5,6-

tetrahydro-2(1H)-

pyrimidinone

(DMPU)

N N

O

O=C1N(C)CCCN1C

N-methyl-2-

pyrrolidone

(NMP)
N

O

CN1CCCC1=O

N-octyl-2-

pyrrolidone (N8P)
N

O

CCCCCCCCN1CCCC1=O

N-dodecyl-2-

pyrrolidone

(N12P)

O

N

CCCCCCCCCCCCN1CCCC1=O

pulegone

O

O=C1/C(=C(/C)C)CC[C@@H](C)C1

Continued on next page
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Name (abbrevia-

tion)
Structure SMILES

tetrahydrofuran

(THF)

O

C1CCOC1
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